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Executive Summary 
Leeds Beckett University has been commissioned by the Department for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to undertake a literature review to identify current knowledge gaps 
regarding the performance and risks associated with retrofits. This review forms part of the 
Demonstration of Energy Efficiency Potential (DEEP) project and provides the evidence to 
justify the research strategy adopted in fulfilling and maximising the outputs of the project. The 
salient findings from the review of previous retrofit research projects are as follows: 
Loft Insulation and Room in Roof Retrofits: A large proportion of lofts have been insulated 
and this tends to reduce space heating bills by between 2% and 4%. However, there is some 
evidence of poor installation, material degradation and disturbance in-use which increases the 
risk of thermal bridging and condensation on ceilings under lofts. There is limited building 
performance evaluation (BPE) data on rooms in roofs; however, limited studies have identified 
that they are poorly performing and difficult to achieve an adequate thermal retrofit. To 
investigate this, DEEP will gather data on loft insulation quality and undertake before and after 
BPE investigations on loft insulation and room in roof retrofits. 
New Windows and Doors: There is little data on the current performance of windows and 
doors installed in homes in the UK, however, studies suggest that upgrading windows can 
reduce space heating fuel bills by between 5% and 15%. Infiltration rates have been observed 
to be both improved and worsened when windows are upgraded. DEEP will survey infiltration 
around different window types in a range of existing homes and undertake before and after 
BPE investigations on a series of window and door upgrades. 
Cavity Wall, Partial Fill & Cavity Party Wall Insulation: Cavity wall insulation (CWI) is one of 
the most common retrofits and shown to reduce space heating bills by between 7% and 9%. 
However, it is also responsible for the vast majority of complaints by homeowners because of 
its potential to cause damp. Some studies suggest partial fill insulation is highly susceptible to 
performance issues caused by wind washing and air looping, where installed incorrectly. 
Topping up partial fill insulation with CWI has been observed to fix the problem. There are a 
variety of different party walls, some of which are affected by a heat bypass and where this 
happens, insulating the party wall can reduce fuel bills. DEEP will undertake borescope 
investigations on a range of cavity walls to inspect the quality of retrofitted cavity full-fill 
insulation, as well as the state of any partial fill cavity walls that are surveyed. 
Solid Wall Insulation: Solid Wall Insulation (SWI) retrofits are not widely undertaken. SWI is 
particularly difficult to detail appropriately and research projects have identified this leads to 
discontinuities in the insulation; the gaps in the insulation introduce thermal bridges into 
homes. Since SWI dramatically reduces heat loss, this also increases the extremity of any 
remaining thermal bridging which can increase surface condensation risk in these areas. This 
is a particular problem since uninsulated solid walls are generally already considered to be at 
risk from surface condensation. Additionally, internal wall insulation (IWI) has also been found 
to introduce the risk of interstitial condensation, increase water accumulation in walls and 
introduce surface condensation risk in adjoining properties, although breathable and thinner 
types of IWI reduce this risk. DEEP will survey a number of uninsulated and insulated solid 
walls to identify barriers to installation and problems related to retrofits. It will also undertake 
before and after BPE on a range of solid wall retrofits and model a range of scenarios to 
explore condensation and water accumulation risks. It will use modelling to investigate the 
impact of different solid wall retrofit options, including applying SWI to different types of cavity 
walls. 
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Airtightness Improvements: Excessive infiltration undermines the energy performance of 
homes and retrofits. While the housing stock average airtightness levels may be around 11.48 
m3/h/m2 @ 50 Pa (slightly worse than new build limit) research studies have found examples of 
extreme air leakage in particular house types (e.g. steel frame homes) and linked to particular 
building characteristics (e.g. unsealed dry lining and suspended timber floors). Retrofits often 
include airtightness improvements, however, its contribution to energy efficiency as an 
individual retrofit measure is not well understood. DEEP will undertake airtightness testing to 
evaluate air leakage in a range of housing archetypes. It will also undertake BPE before and 
after airtightness-specific retrofits to quantify how these can reduce the heat loss from homes. 
Building energy models will also evaluate how airtightness may undermine other retrofits.  
Ground Floor Insulation: Ground floor retrofits are rare despite there being around 10 million 
uninsulated suspended timber ground floors and evidence suggesting insulating these could 
reduce heat loss in homes by up to 20%, depending on how much infiltration is taking place 
through the ground floor. DEEP will survey existing uninsulated and insulated floors to identify 
any barriers to installation or performance issues. When installing thermal upgrades, DEEP will 
undertake before and after BPE on a range of ground floor retrofits to explore the potential 
performance and identify possible risks related to moisture build-up in the under-floor void. 
Multiple Measure and Deep Retrofits: Although multiple measure and deep retrofits can 
achieve greater savings than single measures, they are rare, meaning homes tend to have 
piecemeal retrofits spread over many years. How multiple measures combine to reduce heat 
loss is not well understood, though deep retrofits have been observed to reduce heat loss in 
homes by over 50%. It is not well understood how retrofit measures are currently designed and 
installed to interact, or how  the risk of condensation and moisture accumulation are affected , 
when measures are installed in combination. DEEP will undertake several phased deep 
retrofits on a range of solid wall homes to replicate current practice and to understand the 
contribution of each individual measure’s contribution to the whole system performance. This 
will identify mitigation strategies to reducing risk during these piecemeal retrofits and compare 
performance when undertaking a deep retrofit all at once. Modelling will also be used to 
identify which approach suffers from the largest performance gap and to quantify the risks to 
households, such as increased surface condensation risk.  
Following this review of retrofit measure performance, it appears there are knowledge gaps 
around the following specific heat loss mechanisms: 
• Insulated elements not effectively interfacing (e.g. loft and cavity wall insulation); 
• Discontinuities in insulation (e.g. where obstructed by services or building features); 
• Thermal bypasses and air looping around insulation; and 
• Infiltration affected by, and its effect on, other retrofit performance. 
Additionally, knowledge gaps have been particularly evident for the following retrofit types and 
scenarios: 
• Less common retrofits (e.g. ground floor, room in roof and airtightness retrofits); 
• Piecemeal versus deep retrofit performance; and 
• Inter-house and whole-house considerations for single measure retrofits. 
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Retrofit modelling techniques and input assumptions have also been reviewed in this project 
and the following main issues have been highlighted: 
Whole building modelling: Reduced data Standard Assessment Procedure (RdSAP) is a 
steady-state model used to predict retrofit performance for policy via Energy Performance 
Certificates (EPCs). However, its input data is not detailed and often fixed to default 
assumptions, and this reduces the accuracy of its predictions. Steady-state models that allow 
for more detailed inputs and dynamic simulation models (DSM) are more accurate. DEEP will 
explore which RdSAP inputs and default assumptions could be improved to make RdSAP 
more useful for retrofit evaluations.  
Building fabric in whole building modelling: Default U-values, y-values and infiltration 
assumptions in RdSAP have a large influence on the model’s accuracy. DEEP will validate 
existing defaults and define uncertainty in these where possible. 
Modelling overheating risk: Retrofitting homes affects overheating risk which may be more 
problematic as the climate warms. DEEP will evaluate the usefulness of the SAP summer-
gains-check and compare this with alternatives used in PHPP and DSM analysis.  
Occupancy and internal heat gains: Occupant behaviours (including heating hours and 
heating set points), and the level of internal gains generally, are fixed in RdSAP, thus the 
impact of different occupant types on retrofit payback cannot be assessed in these 
calculations. DEEP will predict the extent to which RdSAP over or underestimates the 
performance of different retrofits for different occupant types. 
Weather files used in models: Full SAP models can use localised, postcode-specific weather 
data whereas RdSAP is limited to 21 UK regions. The impact of this on model accuracy, as 
well as the impact of using hourly weather data in DSM, will be evaluated in the DEEP project. 
U-Values: RdSAP uses default U-values based on building characteristics, which is one of the 
largest areas of uncertainty in the calculation. DEEP will explore the benefits of having a wider 
range of defaults for RdSAP assessors to identify. 
Thermal bridging: In homes with lower heat loss, the relative proportion of heat loss via 
bridges increases. Additionally, retrofits can introduce new bridges into homes via 
discontinuities in insulation. Thus, changes in thermal bridging in post retrofit models may be 
particularly important. However, it is not clear if bridging defaults in RdSAP reflect this reality. 
DEEP will undertake modelling of thermal bridging pre- and post-retrofit in a range of different 
house archetypes and retrofit types to estimate what defaults may be more appropriate for use 
in RdSAP calculations. It will also undertake thermal bridging modelling to quantify the risk of 
surface and interstitial condensation that may occur in common retrofit scenarios.  
Hygrothermal Behaviour: Models which predict water accumulation and risk of rot in 
construction fabric use databases of materials with assumed properties of density, porosity and 
water content, etc. which affects the accuracy of the model predictions. Data from field 
measurements can be collected to improve accuracy but is costly and time consuming. DEEP 
will undertake testing of common UK wall types to widen the range of defaults for modellers to 
choose from and evaluate how sensitive model predictions are to different material properties. 
DEEP will also use hygrothermal simulations to undertake scenario analysis for common 
retrofit scenarios to quantify risk of moisture accumulation. 
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This review has highlighted issues with current approaches to retrofit modelling, and specific 
areas where there may be knowledge gaps for investigation in the DEEP project, thus research 
activities will include: 
• Comparing steady state retrofit model predictions with dynamic simulation models 
• Systematically describing input variables to which steady-state models are most 
sensitive 
• Evaluating how appropriate current default input values and conventions are 
• Assessing whether steady state models can be made more accurate by altering inputs 
• Exploring the benefits and practicalities of DSM for retrofit modelling 
• Comparing measured properties of common materials with those used in models 
• Identifying key model inputs and variables that need updating or refining; and 
• For common retrofit scenarios, quantifying the risk of surface and interstitial 
condensation, timber rot and overheating, and describing the potential for mitigation. 
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1 Introduction 
Domestic retrofits have the potential to reduce fuel bills and improve thermal comfort 
and quality of life. Although millions of retrofits have taken place in UK homes, concerns 
have been raised around the actual performance of retrofits being less than their design 
specification suggested that they would achieve (performance gap) and furthermore 
around possible risk being introduced into homes (unintended consequences). This 
document reviews the evidence base on retrofit to identify critical issues and inform 
how future policy could support safe and effective retrofits. Specifically, the review 
interrogates what factors may need to be considered when undertaking both single 
measures and deep retrofits in the context of adopting a whole-house approach to 
retrofit. 
1.1 Literature review approach 
The aim is to provide a review of current domestic retrofit performance and risk and identify 
and discuss the critical factors that make different types of retrofit project more, or less, likely to 
succeed. In doing so, it will specifically highlight how these issues may be considered in the 
context of a whole-house approach to retrofit.  
Based upon this review, the potential of different retrofits will be evaluated and critical areas for 
policy consideration and future research areas highlighted. The review is divided into two main 
categories: 
1) Review of the retrofit performance gap and unintended consequences identified in field 
and modelling studies; and 
2) Review of modelling inputs which support retrofit performance goals and investigate 
condensation and moisture accumulation risks. 
These sections are followed by a Conclusions chapter, which provides a final comment on the 
lessons learned on current approaches to retrofit practice and modelling.  
The review starts with an introduction to retrofit policy in the following section to understand 
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1.2 Introduction to retrofit and UK policy 
Retrofitting homes can reduce fuel bills, improve comfort [1-4] and have wider benefits to the 
nation’s health, wellbeing, fuel poverty reduction and climate change targets. The UK 
Government has therefore supported retrofits via a range of policy initiatives since the early 
1990s. More recent schemes from the last decade are listed below: 
• 2000 to 2005 Warm Front Scheme / New Home Energy Efficiency Scheme (HEES); 
• 2002 to 2005 Energy Efficiency Commitment (EEC) scheme; 
• 2005 to 2008 EEC2; 
• 2008 to 2012 Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT); 
• 2009 to 2012 Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP); 
• 2013 to 2015 the Energy Company Obligation (ECO); 
• 2013 to 2015 Green Deal; 
• 2015 to 2018 ECO2 and ECO2 transition (ECO2t); and  
• 2018 to 2022 ECO3. 
In ECO3, Government sets an overall energy efficiency target, and the scheme is 
implemented, overseen and regulated by Ofgem. Energy customers fund ECO3 through their 
fuel bills, which energy companies are then obliged to invest, thus improving the efficiency of 
the housing stock. Retrofits also take place outside of national policy, most notably installing 
loft insulation, and often when other improvements are being made to homes. Policy funded 
schemes are thought to account for the greatest proportion of retrofits [5], though there is a 
limited amount of data on private sector retrofits. Retrofits undertaken outside of policy would 
not normally be required to achieve the same standards (e.g. PAS 2030 and PAS 2035) as 
those funded by policy initiatives. Consequently, Part L1B of the Building Regulations [6] is 
currently the only mechanism for setting standards outside of the ECO schemes.  
In order to estimate the number of retrofits taking place outside of policy we can compare data 
on national household insulation with retrofit policy data. According to the English Housing 
Survey (EHS) between 2013 and 2018 (period of ECO1 to 2t) the proportion of homes with loft 
insulation (LI) rose from 37% to 38%, equivalent to 200,000 homes; and the proportion of 
homes with cavity wall insulation (CWI) and solid wall insulation (SWI) combined rose from 
46% to 49%, equivalent to 580,000 homes in England [7]. Conversely it was reported that, for 
retrofits installed via ECO 1, 2, and 3 for the whole of the UK, there were around 500,000 LI 
retrofits and 1.5 million homes have had CWI or SWI over the same period [5, 8, 9].  
This indicates that the scale of retrofits taking place outside of ECO is relatively low. However, 
reporting methods for the EHS and ECO are different and EHS only provides data for homes in 
England and is based on a nationally representative sample and so may not provide the full 
picture. This means numbers are not directly comparable but indicates the scale of installations 
taking place. While policy may be the main route for retrofitting homes, more data may be 
needed to understand the scale of retrofit taking place in owner occupied homes as these 
make up the largest proportion of the housing stock. Additionally, research has found that 
retrofits delivered and driven by communities, as the main decision makers, may have greater 
potential to promote cultural, behavioural or attitudinal change among householders, which 
may be needed to achieve retrofits on a mass scale [10, 11]. 
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1.2.1 The scale of retrofit in the UK 
Government policy on domestic energy efficiency has been successful in that millions of 
homes in the UK have been retrofitted, as shown in Figure 1-1.  
 
Figure 1-1 Retrofits installed under recent schemes [5, 8, 9]* 
The eligibility criteria for the ECO and CESP schemes were more restrictive than CERT and 
focussed on hard to treat homes and fuel poor households, which resulted in these schemes 
retrofitting substantially fewer homes. In addition, as shown in Figure 1-2, there was also 
substantially less funding available for more recent ECO policy, which also impacted on the 
potential number of homes that could be retrofitted. 
 
Figure 1-2 Average annual delivery cost of retrofit policy† [12, 13] 
 
* Including DIY Loft installations under CERT 
† Total CERT cost of £3.4bn averaged between 2008 to 2010, total CERT extension cost of £2bn averaged 
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Figure 1-2 shows that average annual spend on ECO2, ECO2t and ECO3 was roughly a third 
of that during CERT, CESP and ECO1. Consequently, CERT and CESP collectively delivered 
over 6.5 million installer-provided retrofits and 2.8 million DIY loft insulation retrofits over 5 
years [14] and ECO1, which focussed on fuel poor and hard to treat homes, only installed 
retrofits in around 1.7 million homes over 3 years. Conversely, ECO2 and ECO2t installed 
retrofits in homes in just under 1 million homes over 4 years. A more detailed overview on 
falling installation rates associated with the ECO schemes is shown in Figure 1-3, where HTH 
refers to Help to Heat obligation in the ECO2t.  
 
Figure 1-3 Measures installed over time under ECO [15] 
Currently retrofits are delivered by energy companies based on house by house eligibility and 
how much energy bill saving may be achieved. This may reduce the potential for undertaking 
community or neighbourhood-scale retrofit programs, since some houses in a community may 
not meet all the eligibility criteria and so may require householder contributions. If community 
wide retrofit programs are necessary to achieve the Net Zero policy goals [16] and 2050 
carbon targets, this suggests that changes in ECO design, or complimentary policies will be 
required [17, 18]. 
In addition to national policy support, Government has also funded several smaller scale 
retrofit projects such as the Department for Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) Low Carbon 
Community Challenge [11] and the Technology Strategy Board’s Retrofit for the Future 
program [1] among others. These were aimed at understanding retrofitting on a neighbourhood 
scale, and designed to improve the performance of individual retrofits, respectively. The 
retrofits delivered under these programmes are well studied, though may not be representative 
of the types of retrofits which are more frequently installed in the UK. The common types of 
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1.2.2 Types of retrofit installed under policy 
The term retrofit can be used to describe any measure installed in a home which reduces fuel 
bills, usually by reducing space heating demand. In ECO, since 2013, around 2.6 million 
measures have been installed in almost 2 million homes [19], indicating that the majority are 
single measure retrofits. This represents an inefficiency associated with the schemes, since 
finding suitable homes can be costly and time consuming due to the eligibility criteria set for 
households by legislation. Additionally, undertaking partial retrofits means that householders 
are less likely to have further retrofits in the short to medium term [20]. There is also concern 
that the current practice of single measure retrofits may make it more difficult to embed a 
whole-house approach to retrofit and more importantly, may lead to performance and risk 
implications [21].  
In contrast a deep retrofit refers to homes that have many measures installed simultaneously. 
This commonly involves upgrading space and water heating and lighting services, as well as 
fabric and airtightness enhancements. There are several standards of deep retrofit in the 
market, which define their own level of performance against key performance indicators, for 
instance EnerPHit [22]. However, whole-house retrofits do not necessarily have any set 
performance requirements, instead specific projects may set their own success criteria [23]. 
This review is interested in how both single measures and deep retrofits can be undertaken as 
part of a strategic whole-house approach to retrofit.  
A detailed picture of the types of retrofits that have been installed more recently is included in 
Figure 1-1. This indicates that (excluding DIY lofts under CERT) CWI is the most common 
retrofit, followed by boilers and LI, and that these three make up almost all measures installed. 
Significantly, SWI retrofit rates are relatively low, perhaps as a consequence of the fact that 
there are fewer solid wall dwellings in the UK than cavity wall dwellings. They may also be less 
cost effective and technically more challenging, and thus more likely to lead to unintended 
consequences [24]. 
Energy companies are currently responsible for finding eligible households, as well as 
arranging and installing the retrofits. Retrofit policies, as mentioned, are administered by 
Ofgem, who also provide quality assurance through Technical Monitoring (TM) on behalf of the 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). Installers in ECO must be 
appropriately qualified and on a national register (PAS 2035) [25]. Despite these processes 
being in place, TM and several other research projects have identified multiple instances of 
poor quality [26]. This concern prompted the Each Home Counts (EHC) industry-wide review 
into the standards for retrofit [21], which made recommendations for ECO3 centred on the 
need to adopt a whole-house approach to retrofit.  
Specifically, the EHC review recommended more stringent standards rather than addressing 
the policing of its existing standards. However, policing of existing standards appears to be one 
of the major problems, as shown in Figure 1-4. Thus, requiring more challenging standards 
may have the perverse effect of further reducing compliance rates and increasing the 
incidence of poor-quality installations. 
Energy companies select technical monitoring companies to inspect their work. Under this 
arrangement technical failure rates have not improved. TM data from previous Ofgem schemes 
indicate that ECO1 had higher failure rates than ECO2. However, as identified in Figure 1-4, 
ECO2 failure rates were increasing over time, suggesting that between 5% and 10% of energy 
company led retrofits do not meet the required standards, possibly affecting between 130,000 
and 260,000 homes during the period [19].  
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Figure 1-4 Ofgem technical monitoring compliance failure rate in ECO2 [9] 
Energy companies commission registered installers via competitive bidding on a house by 
house or project by project basis to undertake retrofits. It has been observed in one study, that 
this competitive bidding process pushes prices down meaning installers cannot afford to 
provide the installations at the quality required, while others are avoiding ECO work because 
profit margins are low and administrative burdens are high [27].  
1.2.3 Summary of UK retrofit policy 
The following points summarise the state of retrofit policy in the UK: 
• Most retrofits are thought to take place via policy, the size of the retrofit market outside 
of policy is likely to be substantially smaller, though there is relatively little data on this. 
• Eligibility criteria around fuel poor households, hard to treat homes and reduced funding 
levels have reduced retrofit installation rates.  
• The annual spend on ECO2, and ECO3 is roughly a third of the annual spend on ECO1 
and CERT. 
• Current retrofit installation rates will not meet Government carbon reduction targets for 
dwellings. 
• Deep retrofits are rare, usually only a single measure is retrofitted in each home. 
• CWI, LI and boiler replacement making up 95% of all measures installed as they are 
perceived to be the most cost effective on a house by house basis.  
• Up to 10% of retrofits fail technical monitoring. 
This chapter provides the current policy context; identifying that a whole-house approach to 
retrofit has hitherto not been incentivised and describing some of the consequences of this. 
The following section will investigate, in more detail, the benefits and problems with specific 
retrofit measures observed in the literature. It also identifies opportunities for a whole-house 
approach to improve outcomes for retrofits.  
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2 Retrofit performance and risks 
The performance of domestic retrofit is evaluated annually and nationally in the 
National Energy Efficiency Database (NEED) via fuel bills. It is also evaluated less 
regularly and generally more intensively, by different types of in-use monitoring and 
building performance evaluation (BPE) field trials. This section presents the knowledge 
gained from these evaluations, discussing the reasons behind trends in retrofit 
performance and exploring the underlying causes of underperformance and why 
unintended consequences occur. 
2.1 Introduction to retrofits and the whole-house approach 
Retrofits could involve installing a single, or multiple measures in a home. Indeed, an individual 
home may receive a series of single measure retrofits over time. Installing a combination of 
measures achieves greater savings [3, 28-30] and in controlled conditions, multiple measures 
that are installed separately in a home can have the same benefits as undertaking a whole-
house retrofit all in one go [31]. However, in reality, multiple installations performed over an 
extended time may not lead to the benefits of a whole-house retrofit performed as a single 
undertaking. Due to the benefits of a considered and more integrated design, that is 
encouraged with a whole-house approach this should achieve greater energy savings than 
installing separate measures piecemeal [1, 4, 32-35].  
A whole-house approach should also lead to fewer instances of unintended consequences, 
such as overheating, cold bridging and condensation risks [4, 36-40], and the payback periods 
associated with such retrofits may reduce as future energy prices increase [41]. However, the 
specific benefits to energy savings, risk mitigation and costs of whole-house versus piecemeal 
retrofits have not been explored in any detail. This section presents evidence on the benefits 
and limitations of individual retrofit measures in more detail, specifically in relation to their role 
in a whole-house approach to retrofit. 
2.2 Loft insulation 
Loft insulation is one of the most common retrofits and is installed in an estimated 16.2 million 
homes, equating to approximately two thirds of all properties which have lofts [42]. The 
prevalence of LI in the UK housing stock has, in part, been achieved via government policy 
support. LI represents 23% of all ECO retrofit measures that have been installed and 9% of all 
Affordable Warmth measures [15]. This support may be well justified as LI has the potential to 
provide a substantial reduction in heat transfer, with individual field trials measuring U-value 
improvements of between 6% and 87% [43-45].  
The causes for this variation may be related to the quality of installation, the existing level of 
energy efficiency of the home, the number of other measures that have taken place in the 
home or whether there were disturbances to the LI after installation had taken place. In terms 
of the impact on fuel bills, evaluations in the Government’s National Energy Efficiency 
Database (NEED) reveal a typical energy saving of 3.9% may be achieved [42].  
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Of the 8 million homes that have uninsulated lofts, around 5.8 million of these homes are 
considered easy to treat, i.e. there are no obvious obstructions to the retrofit. Thus, despite the 
success of LI retrofits there remains a significant untapped potential for energy saving [42].  
The remaining 2.2 million uninsulated lofts are considered hard to treat or unfillable; therefore, 
achieving minimum energy performance standards in these homes may be problematic. 
Previously, easy to treat lofts were perceived to be simple to do, particularly cold ventilated loft 
systems, where insulation was usually laid both between and over the ceiling joists [46]. This 
was considered a fit and forget retrofit measure [47]. Indeed, 2.8 million DIY loft retrofits were 
funded under the Government’s CERT policy [48]. However, evidence suggests that the fit and 
forget approach to loft insulation is not appropriate. Little has been done to investigate the 
long-term performance, performance gaps or risks associated with DIY and installer retrofits on 
a national scale.  
Case study investigations have, however, raised several issues of concern regarding retrofit 
quality [49]. When combined, these may result in underperformance and undermine the 
success of LI retrofits in homes or lead to unintended consequences.  
Classification of such issues include: 
Issues causing thermal bridging and increasing condensation risk in rooms below lofts 
• Gaps at hard to reach areas, such as at the eaves. 
• Missing insulation and discontinuities in the thickness of the insulation around service 
penetrations, particularly light fittings. 
• Discontinuities around the loft hatch. 
• Discontinuities in the insulation layer up, over and around cold water storage tanks and 
feeder tanks. 
• Inaccessible areas (porches, extensions, etc.). 
• Joists running close to walls, meaning insulation cannot be fitted between the wall and 
joist. 
Issues causing underperformance 
• Irregular depths across the loft area. 
• Insufficient depths due to installation of boards on top of joists for storage and access.  
• In-use compression from stored items on top of mineral fibre. 
• Disturbance of insulation to maintain or install services. 
• Dust and dirt compromising insulation integrity. 
• Leaks or condensation, saturating insulation. 
• Excessive packing around ventilation openings. 
• Uninsulated or unsealed loft hatch. 
• Insulation in the roof space only partially installed, not unrolled or unpacked. 
Issues increasing condensation risk in the cold roof 
• Covering over loft ventilators with insulation. 
• Over-stuff of insulation into ventilated eaves. 
• Penetrations into wet rooms not sealed. 
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These issues can cause thermal bridges on the ceilings below lofts, increase heat loss, cause 
underperformance and present a potential risk of surface condensation, mould growth and 
material decay [36]. An example is shown in Figure 2-1, where thermal bridging is observed at 
the eaves because the LI is not fully extended to the wall cavity and has not been connected 
with the CWI. This can be rectified by adding extra LI to ensure continuation between roof and 
wall insulation, as shown in Figure 2-1. Such an approach may or may not require an 
extension to the roof eaves.  
   
Figure 2-1 Extension of eaves to ensure continuation between the LI and CWI (left) causing 
thermal bridging on the ceiling eaves (centre) which can be avoided by joining the LI to the 
CWI (right) [50] 
The implications of these thermal bridges may not, initially, be visible to householders, 
installers or the TM assessors, but they do become apparent when discolouration, mould or 
damp manifests over time. This is a concern for loft installation, specifically avoiding a 
discontinuity between the wall and loft insulation. Equally, TM assessors may not identify the 
fault, and it may not necessarily be clear if it is the responsibility of the LI installer or the CWI 
installer to ensure that the discontinuity is treated. Furthermore, installing LI correctly first time 
is especially important since building fabric and space heating systems are not generally 
upgraded or rectified but are left unchanged until there is a noticeable failure [51]. This is an 
example of the benefits of a whole-house approach to retrofit, even when measures are 
installed individually. 
The issues that cause underperformance listed here may also introduce some (though perhaps 
less severe) thermal bridging. Additionally, some of these are introduced after the retrofit has 
taken place. For example, householders may use the loft for additional storage or services may 
be installed in via loft spaces (electrical cables, water and gas pipe and water tanks), both of 
which can disturb the LI (illustrated in Figure 2-2). This indicates that LI should not be a fit and 
forget measure and current LI practice may not be robust [52, 53]. Thus, a whole-house 
approach needs to consider issues that may affect performance and risk post installation.  
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Figure 2-2 Loft insulation removed and piled to one side following rewiring of electrical 
cables and removal of a water cylinder from the loft space and variability in LI performance  
There is some evidence of deterioration in LI performance over time as illustrated in the NEED 
data shown in Figure 2-3, though it appears to suffer less than other retrofit measures. 
However, because the savings in NEED are based on metered gas use, which is affected by 
many things not accounted for in the assessment process, as well as non-space heating 
energy use, some fluctuation in the results is to be expected. Therefore, there is some 
uncertainty over the amount that loft insulation (and other retrofit measures) deteriorates over 
time and more data is needed to understand the scale and extent of this.
 
Figure 2-3 NEED analysis showing the energy saving potential of installed retrofits 
diminishes over time [54]  
The data indicates that despite two thirds of lofts being insulated, there may be scope to top-up 
or rectify these to achieve greater savings. Loft top-up where there is over 100 mm of pre-
existing LI is classified as a valid ECO measure. However, the law of diminishing returns 
means that loft top-up retrofits are predicted to achieve lower fuel bill savings than first time LI. 
Nevertheless, evidence of disruption to loft insulation and incomplete installations presented 
above suggests there may be a benefit in providing additional support for loft top-ups or 
systems that are less susceptible to these problems as a means of rectifying performance and 
reducing chances of condensation in cold lofts or on the ceiling of rooms below the loft. 
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Finally, an unintended consequence of LI is the loss of ventilation when insulation is installed 
over vents without alternatives being provided [55]. This could cause poor air circulation, 
stagnant air, condensation and mould growth. The situation is exacerbated by warm moist air 
infiltrating the loft from the habitable space. Roof timbers may be exposed to an increased risk 
since they are not routinely visible nor inspected. Structural roof timbers exposed to 
condensation are a particular concern and more research is required to investigate this.  
Loft insulation: implications for DEEP 
Loft retrofits have been considered a ‘low hanging fruit’ and easy to address for retrofit 
policy. However, the literature suggests that loft insulation may be underperforming due 
to poor installation, material degradation and disturbance in-use. In turn, this also 
exacerbates the risk of thermal bridging and condensation risk on ceilings under lofts and 
can reduce the ventilation in lofts, leading to moisture issues. DEEP will investigate 
historic loft retrofits to better understand in-use performance degradation, explore how loft 
and wall insulation junctions interact and model condensation and underperformance risk 
resulting from imperfect installations. The research will also use case study data to 
measure the reduction in space heating demand achieved via loft insulation. 
2.2.1 Room in roof insulation 
Compared to lofts, less is known about room in roof retrofits where insulation is added at or 
above the rafter level. Typically, the installation of insulation between the rafters aligns closely 
with converting a loft into a habitable space. Room in roof insulation (RIRI) case studies 
suggest whole-house heat loss can be reduced by 20% which is as much as SWI [27]. RIRI 
can also substantially improve both U-values and airtightness [56], however, few RIRI retrofits 
have taken place in policy [57]. The potential energy savings for RIRI retrofits is large, but care 
needs to be taken since rooms in roofs have complex geometry presenting challenges when 
attempting to maintain airtightness and insulation continuity at junctions. Interfaces and 
junctions typically affected include areas between the knee walls, dormer cheeks, sloping 
roofs, flat roofs, party and external walls [56]. An example is shown in Figure 2-4.  
  
Figure 2-4 Complexity of room in roof geometry and uncertainty around requirements 
causing partial retrofits and inconsistent fabric performance [27] 
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Installers working under the ECO framework are required to hold certification for the specific 
measures they install, e.g. LI installers hold LI certification. However, currently a RIRI specific 
certification scheme does not exist, so installers working on RIRI retrofits require multiple 
individual certification schemes when undertaking work on the different elements present (flat 
roof insulation, sloping roof insulation, party wall insulation and internal wall insulation).  
The current situation adds confusion, making it not only difficult for installers to evidence their 
competence, but just as importantly, making it difficult for householders to understand if their 
installers hold the correct certification. This situation can lead to only some elements being 
insulated, as evidenced in Figure 2-4.  
Partial approaches to thermal insulation can increase the potential for introducing unintended 
consequences. For example, failure to insulate the celling behind the knee wall will introduce 
thermal bridging into the ceiling below, as in conventional LI retrofits.  
Failure to insulate knee walls or dormer cheeks will introduce thermal bridges into the room in 
roof itself. The combination of interacting elements in RIRI is an example of how a whole-
house approach to retrofit should benefit householders. If policy and technical barriers to RIRI 
can be overcome, there may be a substantial opportunity for RIRI retrofits in the UK. Data are 
needed on the number of properties in the UK housing stock with rooms in roof, though these 
will likely be a subgroup of the 3 million homes with lofts that are considered hard to treat. 
Room in roof insulation: implications for DEEP 
RIRI retrofits are less abundant than LI retrofits, though may potentially provide much 
greater annual fuel bill savings for households. This is because rooms in roofs typically 
have poor thermal performance and complex geometry, while insulating them is not 
straightforward. In addition, they also have relatively onerous installer requirements, as a 
RIRI specific certification scheme does not exist, so installers working on RIRI retrofits 
require multiple individual certifications. DEEP will survey existing rooms in roofs to 
explore performance levels and will use case study retrofits to measure the benefits and 
risks of RIRI.  
2.3 New windows and doors 
Traditionally, windows and doors and associated reveals often have higher condensation and 
mould growth risks, and despite comprising a proportionally small area of a home’s surface 
area, windows are often a substantial region of heat loss. Thus, they are particularly important 
element to target for retrofit, however since they are often installed as part of a wider retrofit 
project, studies often do not report their specific contribution to reducing heat loss. 
One study by Ahern et al. [58] found that, when modelling relatively modern houses with cavity 
walls built between 1978 and 2006, single glazed windows caused the most heat loss of any 
building element (91 W/K) and installing double glazing as part of a whole-house retrofit could 
reduce this heat loss by a third. However, although the absolute savings achieved by 
retrofitting windows could be the same, the percentage savings may not be so large in older, 
inefficient or solid walled homes, since heat loss through the walls and the roof in these 
dwellings is likely to dominate the overall thermal performance. There are multiple window 
retrofit options available to householders, which include: 
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• Upgrading single to double glazed units; this is a common thermal upgrade in homes 
[59] which has been observed to reduce whole-house heat loss by up to a third [60], 
depending on the glazed area and thermal efficiency of the house;  
• Adding secondary glazing to single glazed windows, which has been shown to 
successfully reduce energy consumption as part of broader retrofits [43]; 
• Upgrading existing secondary glazing to a more efficient specification, which could 
achieve savings (including fabric and ventilation heat loss) of 7.1% [61]; 
• Replacing double glazing with higher-spec double glazing (i.e. changes in gas fill and 
coatings) or triple glazing which has been estimated to save 15.3% [62]; and 
• Increasing the number of panes [63] if frames are thermally broken and the edge of the 
glazing incorporates an insulated spacer bar.  
There is little research that compares the effectiveness of individual door or window retrofits. 
However, window retrofits may be expected to reduce U-values and in some instances 
improve airtightness in homes, which in turn has been observed to reduce heating and cooling 
demand by 5% to 15% [64] depending on efficiency of the windows and rest of the house. 
Installing new windows inevitably reduces the conductive heat loss, as newer units tend to 
have lower U-values. However, installing new windows has also been observed to improve 
airtightness performance, potentially significantly reducing infiltration in a property [65-70]. 
Conversely, depending on the quality of the retrofit, infiltration can actually increase. For 
example, if the new window doesn’t fit the opening and is not appropriately sealed, or in the 
case of replacing sash with casement windows, if redundant sash boxes and frames are 
covered over rather than being removed or insulated a thermal bypass can result. Figure 2-5 
shows a substantial bypass at the head of the replaced sash windows. While the sash boxes at 
the sides have not resulted in a heat loss mechanism, presumably being effectively treated, a 
failure to seal and insulate the connecting recesses at the head and the bay window stud, 
below the sill of the window, results in substantial heat loss. 
   
Figure 2-5 Excessive infiltration around window frames after sash windows replaced by 
casement windows and the resulting gaps have been boxed in, allowing air exchanges via 
the unsealed tops of the boxing in (unpublished image from [27]) 
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The quality of the window installation can substantially affect its overall performance. However, 
identifying underperformance is difficult since draughts are not clearly visible and may only be 
felt when the wind speed increases. Consequently, TM for window installations in ECO, 
including Competent Persons Scheme assessments, may not always identify where problems 
exist, unless they incorporate measures to identify any potential air leakage points and 
pathways, such as smoke detection and infrared thermography. 
The areas of window and door reveals are substantial (including the frame, lintel, sill, 
threshold, jambs and surrounding reveals), and when acting as a thermal bridge, can 
contribute up to 40% of the total bridging heat loss in a dwelling and can result in significant 
condensation issues [71-73]. Calculation of the heat losses attributable to these regions is 
typically done using thermal models, due to the complexity of measuring thermal bridging, 
although it may be qualitatively evaluated in the field using thermal imaging [62]. The insulation 
of reveals and the positioning of windows in line with wall insulation to ensure a continuous 
insulation layer is important in maximising savings [74, 75] and avoiding possible risks 
introduced by thermal bridging, as shown in Figure 2-6.  
Accredited Construction Details (ACD) suggest that there should be a minimum 30mm overlap 
of the window with the insulation [76] as this can reduce thermal bridging by 50%. However, in 
order to minimise bridging, the window should be installed in line with the insulation [77]. In 
retrofit scenarios difficulties can arise when attempting to overlap the insulation, as 
complications around water tightness and restricted access or space can present buildability 
issues. In some instances, windows have been fitted into boxes fitted into walls in order to 
future proof them for future wall improvements. While not currently required in the guidance  
this, in addition to consideration of the insulation of reveals, are examples of how a whole-
house approach could impact on window and door retrofits. 
   
Figure 2-6 Thermal bridging at reveals around old double glazed window located on external 
leaf (left) replaced by new triple glazing window unit in an thermally broken frame, relocated 
post-retrofit in line with external wall insulation (right) resulting in less thermal bridging and 
a warmer window pane (unpublished image from [78]) 
Door retrofits are not common in ECO and perhaps motivations for replacement are likely to be 
due to aesthetics or security requirements, rather than to improve energy efficiency. However, 
doors tend to be among the worst performing thermal elements of a dwelling, with U-values 
measured around 3.6 to 4.0 W/m2K. Fortunately their relatively small area means they will not 
contribute much to a dwelling’s total heat loss, though more research is needed to quantify 
this. In dwellings, the impact of doors leading directly into habitable space, closed porches or 
entrance halls has also received limited attention.  
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New build homes are expected to have doors that achieve a limiting U-value of 2.0 W/m2K [79] 
and it is recommended that retrofitted doors should achieve 1.8 W/m2K [6], though studies 
have shown retrofits have previously improved door U-values to 1.7 W/m2K [66]. Whilst 
common practice is to replace the entire door and frame, it is possible to apply insulation 
products directly to the existing door where there is a desire to retain external aesthetics, with 
U-value reductions of 79% observed in a field study [43]. 
In the Building Regulations, basement doors are considered equally to external doors since 
they separate the conditioned space from a non-conditioned space. However, it is not clear 
how many homes have external quality doors to the basements. The implications of this are 
difficult to quantify since there is little data captured on the number of homes with basements. 
Doors share the same limitations identified for windows, and, similarly, they can also reduce 
conductive heat loss in homes when new doors are installed with lower U-values and reduce 
the convective heat loss by reducing draughts around frames. However, it is difficult to capture 
data on the improvement in airtightness achieved by door retrofits since often the blower door 
test used to quantify air leakage is installed in the door. Therefore, its performance and seals 
cannot be evaluated unless there is another door (or large window) in the property or an 
alternative test is performed. A further complication unique to doors is the presence of key 
holes and letterboxes, which provide a potential source of thermal bridging and air leakage, 
although keyhole covers can be used to mitigate against this.  
Further approaches to improve the performance of doors and windows include proprietary 
draught stripping products which are installed onto existing door and window edges. Although 
these can be installed under ECO, very few of these are installed nationally and their impact is 
not well studied. These draught proofing retrofits, however, only address the seal between the 
frame and the door or window, they do not address air leakage around the frame or windowsill, 
which is often a major area of infiltration. Thus, the draught proofing measure in ECO provides 
only a partial sealing of doors and windows.  
Openable trickle vents are often integrated into windows, designed to provide control over the 
provision of fresh air into homes when needed (ventilation). However, they are often poorly 
sealed, leading to additional air changes when not required (infiltration). Thus, there are 
multiple areas where airtightness around doors and windows could be improved which are not 
conventionally part of policy funded retrofits. There has been little work to investigate the 
impact of these issues which collectively may have considerable implications. This is an 
example of something that could be considered when adopting a whole-house approach. 
Although DIY draft proofing measures for windows and doors are some of the cheapest retrofit 
measures that can be undertaken, conversely, full window and door retrofits are among the 
most expensive retrofit measures to install in homes [80, 81]. Despite their cost, they are still 
popular retrofits (especially windows) and the installs take place outside of policy frameworks. 
The popularity as a retrofit is perhaps a result of their perceived ability to enhance aesthetics 
and house prices. However, windows and doors also tend to have a shorter physical life than 
other parts of the building fabric [82], and thus may be replaced more often.  
Upgrading from single to double glazing may be common, though upgrades to triple, even 
quadruple or high-performance double glazing are less so. This may have implications for 
future minimum energy performance regulations. It is not known if homeowners regard older 
existing double glazing as already efficient or if there are barriers that are unique to triple or 
quadruple glazing that restrict installation. For example, the units are substantially heavier, 
may require additional costly structural support and have thicker frames which may limit their 
potential to be retrofitted and could be considered less aesthetically pleasing. 
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New windows and doors: implications for DEEP 
Upgrading from single-glazed or older double-glazed windows to higher performing 
double, triple, quadruple or secondary glazing can reduce space heating fuel bills by 
between 5% and 15%. However, performance may be compromised by workmanship 
issues. A whole-house approach should consider if reveals need insulating if windows 
can be relocated to accommodate future wall insulation and should seal around the frame 
and other areas prone to infiltration. DEEP will investigate the integrity of glazing and 
door retrofits installed in homes and use case studies to quantify the impact of different 
glazing and door retrofits in homes. 
2.4 Wall insulation 
Walls commonly represent the largest heat loss area of a dwelling and have rightly received 
significant attention with regard to retrofit, representing 41% of all ECO measures and 9% of all 
Affordable Warmth measures [15]. The following sections identify different wall types, how 
these may be retrofitted and what problems and opportunities have been encountered. 
2.4.1 Cavity wall insulation 
Cavity walls generally consist of two parallel connected masonry ‘leaves’ separated by an air 
gap, usually around 50mm, though this varies considerably. Traditionally, the cavity was left 
empty to prevent moisture travelling through to the inner surface of the wall. However, filling 
these cavities is now viewed as an effective way of improving the thermal performance of 
homes. Retrofit of cavity walls usually involves penetrating the outer skin and pumping an 
insulant, such as mineral wool or polystyrene bead, into the cavity to provide additional 
resistance to heat transfer.  
CWI is one of the most common retrofit measures in the UK; approximately 13.8 million 
properties have had CWI, equivalent to 70% of all cavity wall properties [42]. Of the 5.3 million 
homes without CWI, 4 million are defined as easy to treat, indicating substantial potential for 
further energy savings. Conversely, 1.3 million homes are classified as hard to treat cavity 
construction [42], often due to location, obstructions, construction type or cavity width. 
Improving the thermal performance of these homes may be more problematic and would 
benefit from a whole-house approach. 
NEED suggests CWI resulted in a consistently high mean energy saving, varying between 
7.1% and 9.5% [83], and is therefore one of the most effective single-measure retrofits [84]. 
CWI performance is also relatively robust; reduction in heat losses have been observed in 
multiple studies on homes with different occupancy or heating patterns and at different times of 
year [85]. However, although CWI is a key contributor towards reductions in space heating 
energy use, research has found a CWI performance gap [62]. This can occur where there are 
obstructions to sprayed insulation, for example, wall ties, cavity trays and mortar debris, which 
can cause uneven distribution of insulation, or even uninsulated sections of wall in some 
cases. These inconsistencies have been confirmed via thermal imaging surveys and 
borescope investigations [62]. An example of missing insulation is shown in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7 Areas of missing insulation following CWI retrofit visible as a hot spot during an 
electric co-heating test [77] 
Heat flux through filled cavity walls has been measured to show variable performance of CWI 
retrofits and found lower performance near locations of thermal bridging, such as at wall 
perimeters, penetrations, doors and windows [44]. These areas of low performance may 
introduce lower internal surface temperatures with a consequent increase in surface 
condensation risk.  
Field investigations into the performance of CWI retrofit are typically done immediately 
following its application, with underperformance primarily attributed to installation [44, 62, 85]. 
Comparatively little is known about the performance of CWI over time. However, a small 
number of studies have shown a decline in performance over time, with the reduced 
performance resulting from a number of occurrences, including moisture saturation, material 
settlement and deterioration [86-88]. This deterioration is also shown in the NEED data in 
Figure 2-3. However, more information is needed on the scale and extent of this deterioration 
to understand if it was worthwhile embarking on a program of CWI removal and replacement. 
Problems may be more likely to manifest in properties located in exposed regions of the UK 
since these are more susceptible to moisture penetration and transference across the cavity, 
especially where walls are west facing. Although it is recommend that CWI should be limited in 
exposed areas installations do still occur and water penetration is the main cause of 
complaints and claims against CWI [89]. 
An additional complication for cavity walls, which is less well understood, occurs where homes 
have been extended and resulted in one or more external cavity walls becoming internal walls. 
If these were uninsulated they can act as a thermal bypass [62]. Thus, in conventional CWI 
retrofits where this has happened, if these walls are not also filled or capped, this heat loss 
mechanism will continue to operate and undermine the retrofit performance. With a whole-
house approach this complication may be identified and the bypass should be addressed. 
Additionally (as discussed in Section 2.2), with a whole-house approach, the installers should 
also ensure the CWI connects with the LI to avoid thermal bridging.  
2.4.2 Partial fill cavity wall top-up insulation 
Although cavity wall insulation was first introduced in the UK in the 1970’s, it was not until the 
1990’s that is became a regulatory requirement for all new dwellings. In these dwellings, the 
cavity walls tended to include a layer of insulation within the cavity, fixed to the inner leaf. This 
meant these were partially filled and retained a residual cavity to avoid moisture ingress risks. 
There are estimated to be 1.6 to 2.4 million dwellings in Great Britain with such constructions 
[90].  
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While considered an improvement over empty cavities, there are unique energy performance 
problems with this type of construction. These are related to air movement around and through 
the partial fill insulation layer when it is not fitted correctly to the inner skin of the cavity, as 
shown in Figure 2-8. This has been recognised as a problem for some time [91], and where it 
occurs, air looping (where heat occurs via convention within the construction) and wind 
washing (where unconditioned air that is driven by the wind passes through or behind the 
thermal insulation layer, reducing its effect) can occur. Hens et al. [92] measured U-values of 
cavity walls and found that U-values can increase fivefold (0.21 W/m2K to 1.03 W/m2K) due to 
not taping up joints or sealing around the perimeter of the insulation panels [93]. 
  
Figure 2-8 Examples of partial fill insulation which is poorly fitted to the cavity inner leaf [44] 
It has been suggested that retrofitting CWI could rectify this problem and have substantial 
potential for additional insulation savings [44]. In one study of recently constructed houses [94], 
the reductions in the whole-house heat transfer coefficient following the filling of the residual 
cavity were observed for an end terrace and mid terrace dwelling, with 90% of the benefit 
being attributable to the elimination of the air looping and wind washing, and 10% from the 
improved U-value of the wall. It is important to consider that models of partial fill top-ups would 
therefore greatly underestimate savings where partial fill insulation boards were poorly affixed. 
Consequently, there are two mechanisms at work that may improve the performance of partial 
fill CWI retrofits: 1) adding insulation to improve thermal resistance and, 2) inhibiting air looping 
and wind washing. The limited literature on partial CWI retrofits suggests the potential energy 
savings from filling residual cavities could be considerable. However, it is not known if the 
same results may be achieved with an acceptable payback period. Some installation issues 
have also been observed with partial fill top-up retrofits. This is often caused by poor adhesion 
of the original partial fill boards to the inner leaf (e.g. caused by mortar snots) affecting the 
distribution of the top-up insulation. In addition, cavity trays can also cause gaps that top-up 
insulation cannot fill. Furthermore, partial fill CWI retrofits may also suffer from the same 
moisture ingress in exposed areas as CWI [95, 96].  
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2.4.3 Cavity party wall insulation 
Homes with external cavity walls can also have a cavity party wall between adjoining 
properties. Party wall thermal bypass has recently been observed and identified as a heat loss 
mechanism [97, 98]. There are a variety of party wall types available, which affect the extent to 
which the bypass operates. For example, some party wall cavities are open at the loft level and 
may have the most severe bypass behaviour operating, some party walls extend up to the roof 
ridge and have a less extreme bypass, while party walls which are fully sealed or capped at the 
loft level may have almost no bypass. Cavity party walls can also connect to the underfloor 
void, external wall cavity and outside through gaps around floor joists, which extend into the 
cavity, and through gaps in the internal leaf of masonry that also extend into the cavity.  
Cavity party wall insulation (PWI) may be retrofitted in a similar manner to CWI, but with the 
purpose of minimising the party wall bypass, rather than increasing the thermal resistance of 
the party wall. The U-value of a cavity party wall was previously considered to be zero, 
however, some studies have shown there is some heat loss through this element, and current 
building regulations now require new build party walls to have a U-value of 0.2 W/m2K where a 
party wall is sealed at the loft level, and 0.5 W/m2K if the cavity extends the roof ridge [6, 99, 
100]. As observed in the partial fill CWI retrofits, PWI retrofits have a stabilising effect on party 
wall thermal performance [94], as illustrated in  
Figure 2-9. While PWI retrofits have received relatively little research, field trials have observed 
that when this bypass is removed, whole-house heat loss can be reduced by 8%, though it is 
not clear if this is heat loss to the neighbour or to the outside [56].  
PWI is a retrofit measure in ECO, though relatively few retrofits have yet taken place. It is 
estimated that there may be 6.6 to 8 million uninsulated cavity party walls in the UK, indicating 
that there is some potential for energy saving via PWI across the housing stock, though, it is 
not known how many of these may have an active bypass or how many are already capped. 
PWI may become significant as other building elements are upgraded and may become more 
common where a whole-house approach is adopted, for instance, it may be relatively simply 
installed along with conventional CWI.  
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Figure 2-9 Individual heat flux plates (R1 to R5) identified by different colours showing party 
wall heat loss fluctuates pre-retrofit, particularly where the party wall and cavity external 
wall junctions (dark blue and red dots) due to air exchange between the walls (left). Post 
retrofit the heat loss by air bypass is removed and heat flux falls and stabilises (right) [101] 
Cavity Wall Insulation: implications for DEEP 
Retrofitting cavity walls, cavity partial fill and cavity party walls has the potential to reduce 
fuel bills. However, if it is not undertaken correctly, it can introduce unintended 
consequences and underperformance. Following CWI retrofits a deterioration in 
performance has been observed, and DEEP will use borescope investigations to evaluate 
the condition of historic CWI retrofits and their impacts on homes. 
2.4.4 Solid wall insulation 
Before cavity walls became the standard approach to house building, homes were built with 
solid walls from a wide range of materials and styles. Commonly, solid walls have two parallel 
courses of masonry (usually brick but can include block or stone) with cross bonding courses 
to tie the leaves of masonry together. In some old stone walls (mainly over 150 to 200 years 
old) the cavity between the internal and external leaves can be 100 mm to 200mm wide or 
more and filled with a loose rubble fill.  
Typically, all masonry solid wall types are treated on the assumption that they form a 
homogeneous structure. In practice, this is not the case as there are a variety of air spaces 
ranging from a narrow (10mm) continuous cavity between internal and external leaves to small 
isolated air pockets. This creates a complex structure that can have a wide range of thermal 
characteristics.  
Air movement through solid walls is particularly concerning for the application of rigid board 
SWI. Although panels should be sealed at the edges this does not always happen meaning air 
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can flow around the insulation, reducing its efficacy as shown for an internal wall insulation 
(IWI) retrofit in Figure 2-10. Lack of adequate sealing around external wall insulation (EWI) has 
also been observed, which would result in air circulating between the EWI and external brick 
and could result in underperformance [50]. The direct air leakage via finger cavities in solid 
walls is relatively under-evaluated. Behaviours are likely to vary due to the different bonding 
patterns and wall materials used.  
  
Figure 2-10 Thermal image taken under depressurisation illustrating a direct air leakage 
around the edges of internal wall insulation which is not adequately sealed [56] 
Other solid wall types include post-war system build and non-traditional homes. These include 
solid and no-fines‡ concrete panel structures, and there are also various timber, concrete and 
steel frame and panel homes. It is estimated that there are 450 post-war non-traditional system 
build types and around 1.5 million total non-traditional dwellings [102]. Thus, there are many 
different types of solid wall in existence in the UK. The type of wall construction influences its 
thermal performance and recent revisions to the estimated U-value of an average uninsulated 
solid wall have dropped from 2.1 W/m2K to 1.7 W/m2K for inclusion in Government retrofit 
modelling [103]. Reducing the predicted U-value also reduces the potential savings that may 
be anticipated from SWI retrofits.  
Retrofit of solid walls generally involves attaching insulation directly to the internal or external 
wall face, known as IWI or EWI respectively. At the end of December 2018, 752,000 dwellings 
had some kind of SWI, equivalent to only 9% of properties with solid walls and so it is 
estimated that there are 7.7 million uninsulated solid wall dwellings [42]. Case studies have 
found that the application of SWI results in significant reductions in heat transfer between 13% 
and 68% [28, 56, 62]. NEED analysis suggests SWI resulted in a more modest median energy 
saving of 13.2% [54] which may be an indication that SWI suffers from a substantial 
performance gap, though this is still the highest saving of all insulation measures evaluated in 
NEED. The reason for the SWI performance gap may be due to unrealistic assumptions about 
the performance of the uninsulated wall, an overestimation of savings using RdSAP due to 
assumptions about the space heating hours and indoor temperatures, poor installation and 
changes in occupant behaviour post-retrofit [50, 103].  
The literature highlights workmanship as one of the primary reasons for SWI 
underperformance, along with extensive evidence of poor detailing (or lack of adequate 
designs) for installers to follow, leading to thermal bridging and water ingress [104-108]. This is 
 
‡ No-fines is used to describe concrete constructed from coarse aggregate and Portland cement that does not 
contain any fine material, such as sand or fine aggregates. It is considered to be a non-traditional method of 
construction. 
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particularly the case for installing EWI around complex building details which may not have 
common design solutions, as shown in Figure 2-11. Beyond performance gaps, reports of 
moisture-related product failure have also been observed with IWI [109]. In addition, one study 
identified that 90% of solid wall homes may have pre-existing damp issues on at least one wall 
which may be exacerbated with the addition of insulation, which may act to slow the rate that 
the wall will dry out [27]. 
  
Figure 2-11 Complex construction features causing EWI detailing to create discontinuities 
in insulation and introduce thermal bridging [110] 
A particular feature of solid wall homes is that they often have air bricks to provide ventilation 
for fresh air or for open flued appliances. Whilst these may no longer be needed if alternative 
ventilation is provided, e.g. trickle vents, a closed flue or mechanical ventilation, a whole-house 
approach to SWI should consider the continued provision of adequate purpose-provided 
ventilation. Unfortunately, in some instances, vents are obstructed or covered, as shown in 
Figure 2-12. Thus, a retrofit may inadvertently reduce purpose-provided ventilation rates which 
could impact on indoor air quality and occupant health.  
  
Figure 2-12 Room ventilation (left) which has been covered over by IWI retrofit (right) [110] 
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The majority of SWI retrofits that have been undertaken in the UK are EWI, perhaps as 
external installation limits disturbance to occupants and can achieve economies of scale when 
treating multiple adjoined homes. However, some homes cannot have EWI retrofits. For 
instance, there may be poor access for scaffolding or restrictions on the potential to change the 
external facade of the building, which makes it unsuitable for many traditional buildings. 
IWI offers an alternative retrofit approach, although is less common and has limitations. EWI is 
generally preferred to IWI as it neither reduces the floor area of homes, nor introduces the risk 
of interstitial condensation and timber rot [27], which is of particular concern for IWI, if installed 
with a non-breathable vapour control layer [109]. However, novel, often thinner, IWI products 
may be able to overcome some of these practical barriers to installation and introduce lower 
levels of risk than conventional IWI [27], though these have not been installed at scale.  
Discontinuities in IWI commonly occur at the intermediate floor void, behind built in kitchens 
and bathrooms and around services and utilities. A survey of 100 homes identified that in 95% 
of cases there was at least 1 wall mounted obstruction to IWI [27]. A further complication that 
this project identified was that following an IWI retrofit is the impact on adjoining uninsulated 
properties’ party wall surface temperatures. This means that when a house has an IWI retrofit, 
there is an increased risk of condensation for their neighbour’s house. Thus, the concept of the 
whole-house approach may need expanding to an inter-house approach. 
Solid Wall Insulation: implications for DEEP 
SWI retrofits have substantial potential to reduce fuel bills, though they are susceptible to 
performance gaps and may introduce thermal bridging and condensation risks linked to the 
complexity of wall details. Since SWI drastically improves the thermal resistance of solid 
walls, where discontinuities in insulation do occur, thermal bridging may be extreme. 
Interstitial condensation risks associated with IWI need careful consideration, as does the 
concept of moving beyond a whole-house to an inter-house approach. DEEP will use house 
surveys to investigate these issues as well as undertaking SWI retrofit case studies and 
models to explore how insulated solid walls interact with other elements and retrofits.  
2.5 Airtightness improvements 
Air leakage is defined as the uncontrolled fortuitous exchange of air both into (infiltration) and 
out of (exfiltration) a building envelope, space, or component through cracks, discontinuities, 
and other unintentional openings. This is not to be confused with purpose provided ventilation, 
which is the intentional air exchange to manage moisture levels and ensure healthy indoor air 
quality. The airtightness of a dwelling is affected by gaps and cracks in the building fabric, 
which typically appear at openings, penetrations and junctions. If a dwelling has a poor level of 
airtightness, this may lead to excessive energy use and thermal discomfort. It may also cause 
enhanced risk of poor air quality where infiltration occurs through damp parts of the building, or 
where interstitial condensation occurs, such infiltration may allow mould fragments and spores 
to enter habitable space, presenting health issues [111]. 
Building Regulations require that new build homes must have their airtightness assessed 
(though not all homes in a development currently require testing) [79]. However, this is a 
relatively recent requirement. As such, comparatively less is known about the airtightness of 
existing dwellings in the UK, which varies dramatically based on building age, form and 
construction type. 
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Work undertaken by Stephen, some 20 years ago, found that the average air permeability of a 
sample of 384 existing dwellings was 11.48 m3/h/m2 @ 50 Pa [112]. This is slightly worse than 
the maximum level permitted for current new build dwellings [79], but is significantly higher 
than that currently observed in new build dwellings of ~4.5 m3/h/m2 @ 50 Pa [113]. It also falls 
well short of the standards required for low energy homes, which use mechanical ventilation 
and heat recovery (MVHR) systems [34]. However, the available data points to a very wide 
distribution, with many dwellings having values in excess of 15 or even 20 m3/h/m2 @ 50 Pa 
[112]. Studies have shown that air leakage can be reduced by 50–70% by undertaking general 
and targeted airtightness work [65, 67, 95] including: 
• Replacing or sealing around window and door frames; 
• Sealing loft hatches; 
• Repairing defects in plaster;  
• Sealing gaps in, around and between the boards of suspended timber floors; 
• Sealing service and other penetrations through the building fabric; and  
• Sealing around dot and dab plasterboard finishes. 
Homes with wet plastered walls tend to have lower air leakage rates than those with 
plasterboard [56]. There are no data available on the number of homes with plasterboard 
versus wet plaster, however, it is likely that older homes have wet plastered walls. This is 
significant when considering wall retrofits, as one study found no change in airtightness 
following IWI retrofits in homes with wet plaster [27].  
Although improving the airtightness of a house may be perceived as a relatively simple task, 
care and attention to detail is required by retrofit installers [114]. Most fabric retrofit measures 
influence air movement in some way [61] and include installation processes intended to 
maintain or improve airtightness.  
However, these are often done poorly [50] due to a combination of factors ranging from lack of 
awareness of performance issues to be considered, to poorly specified materials and 
workmanship [66].  
Evidence in the literature suggests that where an explicit air barrier was detailed as part of the 
retrofit design process, the increase in airtightness of the refurbished dwellings showed the 
greatest improvements [1, 56, 62, 114, 115]. This attention to detail is prevalent in more 
specialised retrofit projects, but this is not generally reflected in the wider domestic retrofit 
building stock [116].  
Despite the clear influence of airtightness on retrofit performance [56], it is often a secondary 
consideration. Lessons learned from the new build market suggest that undertaking measures, 
such as secondary sealing using mastics, to achieve a one-off airtightness test result is often 
prioritised over those measures required to achieve longer term airtightness [117]. Some 
specific airtightness retrofits do exist. For example, in ECO installing draught proofing strips 
around windows and doors is considered a retrofit measure, however, measures that rely on 
the addition of a seal (product, mastic or tape) may suffer from deterioration due to material 
ageing. Indeed, draught proofing retrofits in ECO are anticipated to have a lifetime of only 10 
years compared to 36 years for SWI and 42 years for CWI and LI [57].  
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Moreover, there is very little performance data on airtightness-only retrofits, and where this 
does occur, the effect achieved is often complementary to other measures being installed. 
Consequently, the impact related to the airtightness reduction cannot always be verified. 
Where airtightness measures are found to work, the observations often refer to the change in 
infiltration rate achieved, rather than quantifying the reduction in space heating demand.  
Beyond the specific products designed to improve airtightness, often the greatest 
improvements in airtightness can be achieved by addressing unusual air leakage pathways. 
Commonly, this occurs around penetrations for utilities. 
Extreme examples of this exist in the housing stock. For example, Figure 2-13 shows a hole in 
a cavity wall directly linking the inside of the house to the outside via an unsealed meter box, 
yet there are no products that can resolve this problem and no reward or incentive in policy for 
addressing these issues. Such issues may go unresolved without cultural changes or 
consequences for those undertaking the work. This is something that a whole-house approach 
to retrofit would address. 
 
Figure 2-13 Air leakage pathway around an electricity meter causes excessive heat loss 
post-retrofit, since rectifying air leakage is not an ECO measure [118]  
Improving the airtightness of a dwelling carries an enhanced risk of unintended consequences 
if purpose-provided ventilation (trickle vents, air bricks etc.) is not already providing adequate 
fresh air. Thus, prior to any airtightness retrofit, an evaluation of ventilation and an assessment 
of infiltration may be required to ensure background air exchange is not reduced to too low a 
level, if for instance purpose-provided ventilation is not adequate. Indeed, PAS 2035 requires 
additional ventilation to be provided where retrofits have the potential to reduce the dwellings 
airtightness to ≤5 ac/h at 50Pa to mitigate moisture and indoor air quality risks [25].  
Homes that have particular characteristics are likely to have greater air infiltration than others, 
for example, unfilled cavity walls, suspended timber floors and plasterboard rather than wet 
plastered walls. A study of steel frame homes identified consistently high infiltration rates due 
to failure in the construction, which was repeated across multiple homes. Specifically, a bypass 
linking the party wall and intermediate floor void to the loft space [119].  
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It also found that homes built by different teams on the same housing estates reflected the 
idiosyncrasies of those teams of builders, which affected air tightness in particular, and 
predictable, ways. This resulted in some homes being more airtight than others. The report 
also found that the airtightness of these homes fitted with EWI was no different to that of 
uninsulated homes on the same estate. Thus, it cannot be assumed that installing insulation 
will necessarily also improve the airtightness of a dwelling. It is issues such as this that are 
particularly suited to a whole-house approach. 
Considering the prior discussion, there are likely to be many homes and house types that may 
benefit from airtightness retrofits, to bring them in line with existing new build standards. 
However, airtightness retrofits would need to be undertaken in conjunction with airtightness 
testing to ensure that sufficient purpose-provided fresh air ventilation is achieved, so that any 
risks to indoor air quality or condensation are not introduced. Undertaking such testing on a 
mass scale for retrofit may be feasible, given that an airtightness testing industry already exists 
to provide regulatory checks for new builds with established standards [120].  
If airtightness retrofits become mainstream, care must be taken to ensure sufficient ventilation 
is provided throughout the house, since aggregate airtightness levels do not guarantee that all 
rooms are sufficiently well ventilated, i.e. some may be overventilated, while others are under 
ventilated. 
Airtightness improvements: implications for DEEP 
A home’s airtightness directly affects its energy efficiency. Furthermore, high levels of 
infiltration can undermine other retrofits installed in homes. The benefit of undertaking 
airtightness retrofits on a national scale is uncertain since there is limited understanding 
of the airtightness levels in the UK housing stock, though certain building characteristics 
and house types are particularly prone to excessive levels of infiltration. Where 
airtightness levels have been reduced as part of retrofits, their contribution is difficult to 
gauge as it is often aggregated within the overall benefit. DEEP will use case studies to 
investigate the effectiveness of airtightness-only retrofits in reducing space heating 
demand. In these case studies, longitudinal monitoring will be used to gauge any 
consequential impact on indoor air quality where possible. The project will also undertake 
airtightness testing on different building archetypes to begin to understand general levels 
and common causes of infiltration in the UK housing stock. The contribution of 
airtightness to other retrofit types will be investigated via case studies and modelling.  
2.6 Ground floor insulation 
There are two main types of ground floor; suspended (usually timber) and solid, though homes 
may have a combination of the two. Additionally, there are some historic homes with little or no 
conventional solid floor foundations where the finish rests on a substrate of simply compacted 
earth. The amount of heat a dwelling loses via the ground floor varies according to the floor 
type, building shape, local ground conditions, the level of efficiency of other building elements 
and, perhaps most significantly for suspended floors, infiltration through unsealed floors.  
New homes must insulate ground floors to meet a limiting U-value of 0.25 W/m²K [79]. 
However, the U-value of ground floors in existing dwellings is not well understood, though 
retrofits have measured U-value improvements of between 65% and 95% [118, 121, 122]. 
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Currently Building Regulations require that retrofitted homes must achieve a U-value of 0.7 
W/m²K if the floor is being upgraded [6]. 
Heat loss from floors is more complex than via other elements, as heat is not lost directly to the 
external environment, meaning that conventional U-value calculations and measurements 
must take into account the mitigating effect of the ground, which will typically be at higher 
temperatures than ambient air in winter [118, 121].  
Ventilation under suspended timber ground floors introduces a further complication, since 
higher and often unpredictable air change rates through the subfloor void can increase heat 
loss [123]. This means that subfloors that are not well ventilated may be warmer, reducing the 
potential savings from suspended ground floor retrofits. Consequently, a large variation in 
measured heat loss savings resulting from ground floor retrofits has been observed, ranging 
from 10% to 60% [118, 123-125].  
However, given that there may be approximately 19.5 million uninsulated ground floors and up 
to 10 million of these are thought to be suspended timber constructions in the UK [122, 126], 
this represents a potentially large retrofit market. Despite this, ground floor insulation currently 
makes up less than 0.4% of measures installed in ECO [15]. While full retrofits may be 
relatively rare, floor coverings (carpets etc.) have also been shown to reduce the heat transfer 
coefficient in homes by around 2%. More data is needed to understand if improving the thermal 
performance of carpets can be a solution to overcoming the disturbance issues with full ground 
floor retrofits [127]. 
Suspended ground floor retrofits commonly involve the application of an insulant (usually 
mineral wool, foam boards or foam spray) below the floorboards, between and often under the 
floor joists. The wider benefits of insulating suspended timber floors are that infiltration from the 
floor void into the home can be substantially reduced, which could account for almost half of 
the heat loss reduction of a retrofit [118]. Insulated floors may be especially important to 
reduce the risk of Radon entering homes through the floor, while any retrofit that reduces 
general infiltration elsewhere in the home may risk increasing Radon levels in homes where 
radon is an existing concern [128]. Notwithstanding these considerations, adequate ventilation 
can alleviate the risks associated with Radon [129]. 
Solid floor retrofits are less common and either require insulation to be installed on top of the 
existing slab, or for the slab to be dug up and re-laid after insulation is installed. Both options 
are disruptive and if insulation is added on top of the slab, this can lead to problems with 
doorway heights, thresholds, ceiling heights and step heights on stairs. Perhaps, for these 
reasons, solid floor retrofit is not a common option, and has never been installed via ECO [15]. 
Very little research has been undertaken for this retrofit option. Given that the remaining 
potential for more common retrofits is reducing, the benefits and risks of ground floor insulation 
require further research. 
Ground Floor Insulation: implications for DEEP 
Fewer ground floor retrofits have been installed under policy than any other fabric 
improvements, so the benefits of insulating ground floors are less certain than for other 
elements, especially as ground floor heat flows are more complex. However, there is 
significant remaining potential for ground floor retrofits in the UK housing stock. There is 
also some evidence to suggest that they could provide similar levels of reduction in heat 
loss as achieved through wall retrofits. DEEP will provide data on a range of ground floor 
retrofit case studies to explore the potential performance and associated risks. The research 
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will also investigate how ground floor insulation interacts with other retrofits. A range of 
different ground floor types will be surveyed to identify possible issues with existing 
insulation or barriers to future retrofits. 
2.7 Multiple measures and deep retrofits 
The previous sections have detailed the success and limitations observed for single-measure 
fabric retrofits. However, it is also possible to install multiple measures in homes in a single 
retrofit. This may simply be combining LI and CWI or undertaking a deep retrofit, which is 
where all or most of the fabric elements are improved. This may happen simultaneously or 
sequentially and generally also includes service upgrades [4]. However, multiple measure 
retrofits are not common in ECO [130].  
Retrofitting multiple measures into homes, whether at the same time or over a period of some 
years, as would be expected, further reduces the heat demand of a house [43, 45, 56, 131, 
132]. For example, NEED measured gas savings for homes that hadinstalled onlyLI or CWI  to 
be 7.3% or 2.2% respectively (9.5% cumulatively).Yet, when LI and CWI were installed 
together, presumably as part of the same retrofit, they appeared to save only 8.5%, . This may 
be expected due to the law of diminishing returns for each additional energy saving measure 
introduced. However,  NEED also found, that the combination of LI and SWI in a single retrofit 
resulted in a median energy saving of 17.3%, which is higher than combination of 12.4% and 
2.2% savings measured for SWI and LI respectively when installed as single measures [133]. 
This suggests that, when combining measures, savings can sometimes appear to be greater 
than the sum of their individual parts. This may be somewhat surprising given the general 
expectation of the law of diminishing returns This may be indicative of additional retrofit 
activities taking place when multiple measures are installed that are not notifiable measures 
(e.g. air tightness improvements). Furthermore, alternative NEED analysis suggested that 
installing CWI and LI in the same year (and presumably the same retrofit) saved 10.9%, 
whereas homes which had LI and CWI retrofits installed several years apart were saving on 
average only 8.4% [134].  
NEED has analysed the most common multiple measure retrofit installs over the past few 
years to explore the impact of these and their results are described in Figure 2-14, highlighting 
that it is not clear if there are benefits to installing multiple measures at the same time. 
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Figure 2-14 NEED measured savings for common single measure and multiple measure 
retrofits; comparing the difference in savings between installing cavity wall insulation and 
loft insulation at the same time (green) versus installing them separately (dashed green) 
Consequently, the evidence suggests that there may be an advantage in installing multiple 
measures at the same time, perhaps because the operational performance of any retrofit 
measure is dependent on the other measures in place [132]. Furthermore, the effectiveness of 
multiple retrofit measures has been observed to depend upon their interactive effects [135]. 
Therefore, the installation of multiple measures may encourage consideration of the interfaces 
and interaction that is likely to occur between measures, as a whole-house approach is 
adopted.  
The situation is not completely clear: Adan and Fuerst [84] calculated, also using NEED data, 
that savings from multiple retrofit measures did not match the cumulative total of the average 
of the savings from each of the single measures. While each additional measure is predicted to 
provide proportionally smaller improvements owing to the law of diminishing returns, when 
several measures are installed at the same time, it may be more likely that something like a 
whole-house approach is adopted. This may result in discontinuities in insulation being avoided 
or improvements in airtightness being made. However, it is not clear if combining measures will 
lead to cumulatively higher or lower savings than the sum of the individual measures.  
In addition where more measures are being installed into a home, the opportunities for 
problems to occur increases, which in turn may contribute to the retrofit performance gap [131, 
136]. For instance:  
• Workmanship problems resulting in uncertain quality of installation;  
• Prediction gaps which may overestimate savings; 
• Pre-bound effects where occupants receiving retrofits use less energy than expected 
before the retrofit; 
• Comfort taking by occupants who use the same energy post-retrofit but achieve greater 
thermal comfort; and 
• Heating efficiency penalty: where more efficient heating systems installed alongside 
retrofits reduce the cost of delivering heat and reduce the perceived savings of retrofits. 
These performance issues are common in the industry; one study found that out of 45 deep 
retrofits, which aimed to achieve an 80% CO2 reduction in some instances, only three met their 
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predicted savings, though in many of these the pre retrofit data was calculated rather than 
measured, which makes these results less certain [23]. Additionally, Swan et. al., performed a 
deep retrofit under controlled conditions and each element was measured to perform as 
expected, yet overall, the predicted savings were still not achieved [31]. Thus, installing 
multiple measures doesn’t guarantee the performance gap will be minimised, and the data 
suggest that there is still uncertainty around how combinations of measures interact.  
Installing multiple measure retrofits in a single phase of work can minimise disruption and 
capitalise on cost savings associated with materials and labour. However, since the up-front 
cost is high, this approach is less commonplace than single measure retrofits, so net savings 
may be less for households. Guidance requires installers to consider how other existing 
measures interact with the retrofit, though it doesn’t explicitly require future proofing for 
anticipated retrofits [25]. Consequently, policy is not specifically making it simpler for homes to 
be upgraded in the future, so the issue of disruption may persist. 
Little research has been done to equate the net energy, CO2 emission and cost savings of 
piecemeal retrofits installed as soon as can be afforded by the householder, versus avoiding 
retrofits until the householder can afford to install the measures all in one go. However, from a 
national policy perspective, savings would be maximised by front loading multiple measure 
retrofits rather than waiting years or decades for homes to have piecemeal retrofits [132, 137]. 
Additionally, it has been observed that after having a single retrofit, regardless of its 
performance, householders will not embark on a new retrofit for some time, thus locking in a 
partial retrofit [51]. This is despite the fact that further retrofits are technically possible. The net 
effect is that the potential carbon savings of a deep retrofit are never fully attained [20]. 
The most comprehensive form of multiple measure retrofit is a deep retrofit whereby all or most 
of the heat loss elements are improved to greatly reduce energy losses. Several approaches to 
deep retrofit have been developed following the common principles of minimising heat loss via 
conduction and air leakage and ensuring good thermal comfort, for example Passivhaus 
EnerPHit [138, 139] and Energiesprong [140], with observed success [141].  
The Retrofit for the Future programme undertook an extensive series of deep retrofits across a 
variety of dwelling types with the aim of reducing CO2 emissions by 80% [142]. High savings 
were observed in this project, although these were lower than predicted [4]. Other case studies 
have also shown similar levels of performance resulting from deep retrofit [41, 45, 56, 61, 62]. 
Research suggests that the cost of deep retrofit is currently prohibitive without subsidies or 
unless other refurbishment work is taking place [143]. Consequently, payback is difficult to 
achieve under current funding mechanisms, which are more suited to retrofits targeting energy 
savings of only 10-30% [144]. Fawcett [145] suggests that the decisions of deep retrofit 
homeowners are not made as rational economic actors. Instead, motivations were observed to 
be holistic and included environmental concern, desire for improved comfort and living 
standards, reducing waste and saving on energy costs. Thus, demand for deep retrofits may 
change as homeowners become more aware of the comfort improvements that may be 
achieved, as well as environmental issues [144]. 
2.7.1 The whole-house approach 
Central to the success of any retrofit, whether carried out in a piecemeal or packaged 
sequential manner, is the adoption of a whole-house approach [21, 26]. Thus, installers should 
consider the building as a single system whereby modifications made to one element will have 
an impact on the performance of another, regardless of whether single or multiple measures 
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are being installed, or if a deep retrofit is being undertaken [110]. This approach has been 
promoted by experts [21] and is now embedded into retrofit standards [25].  
Additionally, the interaction between systems and their impact on the property needs to be fully 
assessed [132]. This is to ensure that the in situ performance corresponds with the predictions 
and to fully consider risk and unintended consequences, particularly with regard to moisture 
[56, 103].  
The whole-house approach as outlined in PAS 2035 [25] has been developed to avoid poor 
performance and unintended consequences and will become mandatory for future ECO 
retrofits. However, little research exists on evaluating the success of taking a whole-house 
approach to retrofits compared to the more common situation of installing combinations of 
single retrofits over time. 
Multiple measures and deep retrofits: implications for DEEP 
Multiple measure retrofits have greater potential for energy saving than single measures, 
and deep retrofits particularly may yield the greatest savings. However, there is uncertainty 
around how combinations of individual retrofits interact and perform to reduce fuel bills. For 
example, it is not clear how the law of diminishing returns impacts on performance gap 
issues. Furthermore, there is not yet any guidance in policy on best practice for future 
proofing retrofits, though the whole-house approach should be adopted for all single and 
multiple measure retrofits, whether deep or not. DEEP will use house surveys to investigate 
how multiple measures interact. Case study retrofits will also be undertaken of multiple 
measures in a phased way to replicate current practice. This will isolate the individual 
performance and cumulative savings achieved by each measure, as well as enabling the 
opportunities for mitigating and reducing risk to be observed. Modelling will predict the 
benefits and risks of improved performance and provide evidence for policy on how to best 
to incorporate and support a whole-house approach. 
2.8 Summary of retrofit performance and risk  
ECO has improved the thermal performance of millions of homes. Table 2-1 provides a 
summary of reported performance of common retrofit measures. Where only data on space 
heating demand was available this was assumed to represent 80% of the heating bill [146]. 
Table 2-1 Summary of range in performance of retrofits 
 Observed reduction 
in heating energy 
Factors affecting performance and unintended consequences 
Loft Insulation 3.9 % - 17 % Difficult to reach eaves, disruption from storage and maintaining services. 
Windows and doors 5.6 % - 15.3 % Failure to adequately resize openings, thermal bridging at frame and wall. 
Cavity wall insulation 7.3 % - 15.5 % Mortar snots and cavity debris, moisture penetration, problems with pre-
existing partial fill insulation. 
Solid wall insulation 13.2 % - 68 % Thermal bridging and discontinuities in insulation layer, infiltration 
bypassing insulation, complex detailing, incomplete wall coverage. 
Suspended timber 
ground floor insulation 
8.8 % - 25 % Existing infiltration paths, thermal bridging at ground floor perimeter, ground 
floor conditions. 
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Multiple measures 12.1 % - 20 % Different combinations of measures installed, interaction of measures, 
design team approach. 
Whole-house retrofits 35 % to 56 % Different combinations of measures installed. 
 
This review has not set out to quantify the performance of different retrofits. However, in the 
process of undertaking the literature review, several papers and reports identified the observed 
saving achieved by different retrofits. Thus, the summary of performance data is not intended 
to be authoritative, but is instead intended to be illustrative, since the uncertainty and 
robustness of each of the papers reviewed is not consistent. Some of the data is based on 
individual BPE case studies and others on annual gas readings and it may not be appropriate 
to aggregate the results from projects with different data collection methods as has been done 
here. In addition to the limitations around performance issues for each retrofit, there are 
various other confounding variables that need to be considered. These include but are not 
limited to: additional improvements not reported in the papers, dwelling size, form and 
orientation, baseline condition of the home, infiltration rate, efficiency of the heating system, 
uncertainty and accuracy in the measurement method and occupant behaviour (heating hours, 
set points and comfort taking). 
There are often additional benefits to occupants of retrofits not captured in the performance 
data, specifically enhancements to thermal comfort, reduction in overheating risks, and health 
and wellbeing [147-149]. It has been noted that improvements in the street scene, as well as a 
householder’s sense of pride in their home and neighbourhood may spur occupants to 
undertake future retrofit improvements [53].  
This section has described the various benefits and risks from different retrofits in the context 
of UK policy and the whole-house approach. It has identified that performance varies 
tremendously, and that there are multiple instances where unintended consequences can 
occur, suggesting a need to move towards a whole-house and in some instances, even an 
inter-house approach. The following section will discuss the models that support retrofits and 
evaluate their inputs to understand if these can be improved. 
3 Retrofit modelling  
The Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) is primarily used to 
demonstrate regulatory compliance of new build homes. It is also used in a reduced 
data format (RdSAP) to generate Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) for existing 
dwellings and to model retrofit performance. Deemed scores have been developed 
using RdSAP, on which ECO scores for different retrofits are based. Models which 
account for dynamic energy flows and the circumstances of specific retrofits may be 
used to make realistic performance predictions, aid design, and make risk 
assessments. Domestic retrofit modelling is also used by designers to predict 
improvements in building performance, evaluate risk and meet regulations. Dynamic 
models, thermal modelling and hygrothermal simulations can evaluate different types of 
risk, though these techniques are less commonly used. All these models to some extent 
rely on default values and conventions, which has an important impact on their 
accuracy, so validating model inputs is essential to better understand performance and 
risk.  
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3.1 Introduction to retrofit modelling 
This section will discuss three types of models undertaken to inform and evaluate retrofits. 
1) Whole building modelling which can be either: 
• Steady-state energy models to evaluate retrofit impact on energy consumption 
under standardised assumptions (often used in policy making and 
implementation); or 
• Dynamic simulation models (DSM) designed to investigate complex energy flows, 
by using at least hourly time steps for specific situations. 
2) Thermal modelling to calculate thermal bridging and assess surface condensation and 
mould growth risk at junctions via critical temperature factor evaluation. 
 
3) Hygrothermal simulations to evaluate moisture accumulation and mould growth risk 
via time series analysis of the water content in construction materials. 
This review evaluates the literature on each of these retrofit models in turn, to identify where 
improvements to inputs, practice and interpretation can be made. 
All modelling approaches considered in this review can be described as ‘physical law-driven’ 
models. The review will not attempt to critique the physical law equations and algorithms of the 
modelling techniques themselves, as significant work has been completed in the past that 
considers this [150-152]. Calculation methods are based upon well understood physical laws 
relating to heat transfer and thermodynamics. 
To inform whole building models discrete modelling inputs are required and these are 
discussed at the end of the section. First the review introduces how retrofit models are 
currently used before the more detailed evaluation of the models is provided. 
3.1.1 Relationship between models and in-use performance 
Building energy models are used to estimate the impact of retrofits on in-use performance and 
are a vital tool in policy and industry practice. There is however often a difference between 
predicted and actual performance. This is commonly referred to as a ‘performance gap’ [153-
155]. This is not always unexpected or a significant problem, however, some retrofit models 
are used to predict energy savings across the entire UK housing stock, and extrapolating small 
over-predictions in potential energy savings can become problematic [4, 40, 45, 156]. This is 
succinctly summarised in the famous aphorism:  
“all models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong do they have to be to not be 
useful." [157] 
The modelling performance gap is relatively well established and has been observed widely in 
the non-domestic sector [158-161]. In the field of building performance simulation, how model 
outputs align with actual performance is commonly referred to as model accuracy [162-167]. 
Although the performance gap is evident in the domestic sector, domestic retrofit models can 
be refined to improve the accuracy of post-retrofit energy saving predictions [32, 33, 41, 45, 
168]. The situation is similar for models that predict risks in retrofit. However, while 
improvements can be made, doing so relies on good quality measured inputs, which are not 
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always available. Consequently, a trade-off between model accuracy and the practicality of 
using defaults must be made.  
Steady-state models, and specifically SAP, are the most widely used and best understood 
whole building models. These steady-state models are commonly used in policy and can draw 
upon standardised input data. There is a further trade-off between complexity of calculation 
methods and the amount of time and resource required to complete a calculation, which can 
ultimately lead to reduced model accuracy. It is, however, possible to reduce performance 
gaps if default input data are improved and refined. Currently, there is room for improvement in 
retrofit modelling. Estimates predicted that by 2035, there could be a shortfall of 26% in the 
energy savings actually achieved through large scale retrofit when compared to what existing 
models predicted [126]. This shortfall is projected using data from the fifth carbon budget policy 
projections, adjusted with the in-use factors from the measured data in the National Energy 
Efficiency Database (NEED). The DEEP project will provide guidance on how to mitigate such 
a shortfall by investigating input variables that can lead to performance gaps, including: 
material physical properties, fabric performance, occupancy effects and weather inputs. 
3.1.2 How are models used in retrofit policy? 
All new homes are required to have an energy calculation using SAP to demonstrate 
compliance with Part L of the Building Regulations [6, 79]. In the past, SAP has been linked to 
various policy instruments including Stamp Duty exemption for zero carbon homes and the 
Green Deal [169]. Most retrofits that are delivered outside of retrofit policy do not need to 
undertake any modelling to comply with Part L of the UK Building Regulations, although some 
steady-state U-value calculations can be required and SAP can be used to demonstrate 
compliance when consequential improvements are considered [6]. However, retrofits delivered 
via government schemes have historically required modelling to estimate savings. In most 
cases, these schemes specify the use of RdSAP, which has been developed to model existing 
buildings quickly and relies on conventions, defaults and a limited amount of data collected 
about the building being retrofitted [169, 170].  
RdSAP is used to predict annual savings achieved by a retrofit, which are used to calculate 
lifetime savings and the level of funding received. It has most recently been used in ECO, but 
schemes such as the Feed-in Tariff, the Renewable Heat Incentive and the Green Deal have 
also required RdSAP calculation outputs to inform financial payback [169].  
Currently, PAS 2035 guidance, which ECO-funded projects must comply with, identifies 
thermal modelling as a critical part of the retrofit approach. It specifies that Retrofit Assessors, 
Designers and Co-ordinators should be familiar with full SAP, RdSAP or the Passive House 
Planning Package (PHPP) [25]. Additionally, PAS 2035 identifies the need for modelling of 
risk-critical features, such as thermal bridges, and the use of CIBSE Technical Memorandum 
59: design methodology for the assessment of overheating risk in homes (TM59) [171] to 
assess overheating risk, though it is not clear how widespread their use is. This indicates that 
in addition to RdSAP or SAP, PHPP, dynamic simulation modelling (DSM), thermal modelling 
and hygrothermal simulations can all inform retrofits, and these are each discussed in more 
detail here.  
3.2 Whole building modelling 
There are two types of whole building energy modelling: 1) Steady-state and 2) Dynamic. 
These are discussed in this section. Throughout this review, Dynamic Simulation Modelling 
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(DSM) is referred to. It would be more accurate to describe this modelling technique as 
‘Dynamic Thermal Simulation’, but DSM is now in common parlance and has been used here 
to avoid any confusion. It is important to reiterate here that the underlying physical laws of 
these models are well understood. The algorithms used in these models rely on established 
laws of physics and the long-term development history of building energy modelling has been 
well tracked and documented, back to the development of foundational algorithms [169, 172, 
173]. Models can be divided into two broad categories: data-driven models and physical law-
driven models [162]. This review considers the inputs and outputs associated with physical 
law-driven models only.  
3.2.1 Steady-state whole building retrofit models 
All steady-state models offer the advantage that they are computationally efficient, which 
means that, once all inputs have been added, the calculations are performed very quickly in 
comparison with DSM alternatives. Steady-state models can require relatively detailed inputs 
for building form and fabric, but only use aggregated daily inputs for more stochastic variables 
such as occupancy and weather, which are difficult and costly to compile [170, 174]. The most 
commonly used model for predicting the benefits of retrofits in existing buildings is RdSAP, 
which is primarily used for EPC compliance but has also been used in other government 
policies such as ECO and the Green Deal [25, 100, 169]. RdSAP relies on the use of default 
input data, so is not capable of accounting for the idiosyncrasies of specific buildings. It is 
worth considering that it was not originally intended to be used as a design tool, but rather to 
predict the indicative performance of existing buildings for EPC compliance.  
RdSAP is itself an Appendix to full SAP (Appendix S) and therefore uses the same calculation 
algorithms as SAP. It is only the range of available inputs that are reduced in RdSAP, relying 
on standard tables of default values based upon building age and archetype, rather than 
empirical input data related to specific dwellings [169, 170].  
SAP itself was developed from the BRE Domestic Energy Model (BREDEM) in the 1990s 
[169]. It is not necessary to provide a full history of the development of BREDEM and SAP but 
a brief history does provide some useful context for the DEEP research project. BREDEM was 
established as: 
“…an engineering simulation tool for estimating individual building performance” [169].  
Although SAP is based upon the modelling procedures developed in BREDEM and uses the 
same algorithms, it was conceived as a national rating scheme to provide a normalised 
comparison with other buildings, rating their performance against the building stock [169].  
Updates to BREDEM were introduced to reduce error and acknowledged the impact of key 
variables such as seasonal and monthly weather conditions and different heating zones [169]. 
Efforts have been made to validate BREDEM and SAP model outputs with some success, but 
these have been criticised for using limited sample sets in terms of numbers and archetype, 
and not being up to date [169, 175-177].  
There is an opportunity in the DEEP project for more robust comparison of the latest version of 
SAP with detailed in situ measurements (SAP 2012 will be used in the first instance, with SAP 
10 being used when it becomes available). A timeline charting the development of BREDEM, 
SAP and RdSAP is shown in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1 Timeline of BREDEM and SAP development (adapted from [169]) 
Building fabric inputs in RdSAP are based upon the age, size and type of construction of the 
dwelling, as well as standard occupancy profiles, heating and cooling set points and a central 
UK weather file [169, 170]. In full SAP, an average UK weather file is used to calculate the 
EPC and Environmental Impact (EI) rating and Dwelling Emissions Rate (DER).  
Standard regional weather files are used to predict energy costs and, since SAP 2012, 
localised weather data for specific postcodes can be used in this aspect of the calculation 
[170]. Table 3-1 summarises the differences between SAP and RdSAP. 
Table 3-1 Main differences between SAP and RdSAP (adapted from [178]) 
Input: SAP (2012) RdSAP (2012) 
Weather data for 
compliance 
UK average UK average 
Weather data for 
utility costs 
Postcode-specific UK average 
Window area Actual measured area Estimated by age and floor area or 
option to enter areas in detail if 
unusually large or small 
U-values Calculated based upon 
construction type 
Estimated based on construction 
type and age of dwelling 
y-value Default or calculated Default 0.15 W/m2.K 
Infiltration Default or calculated Estimated based on construction 
type and age of dwelling 
Ventilation Standard schedule, calculated 
based on openings 
Estimated based on age of 
dwelling 
 
As SAP allows for a certain amount of inputs to be based on assumptions, there can often be a 
gap between predicted and actual building performance [169]. An alternative steady-state 
model is available, PHPP, which overcomes some of these issues and doesn’t rely on the 
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same breadth of default inputs. PHPP was developed to demonstrate compliance with the 
Passivhaus Standard. Because of this, PHPP provides a more accurate appraisal of the 
efficiency of a specific building and is also cited as an appropriate retrofit design tool in PAS 
2035 [25], though it requires a greater knowledge of input data. A simple comparison of the 
input data for these two steady-state calculation methods is given in Table 3-2.  
There is an important difference between the intended purposes of outputs produced using the 
SAP and PHPP calculation tools: SAP outputs are intended to quantify carbon emissions and 
energy costs, whereas PHPP outputs quantify energy consumption for space heating and 
primary energy demand [22]. Essentially, SAP and PHPP calculate annual heat demand based 
upon very similar physical laws and algorithms. Although the calculation methods are 
fundamentally similar in terms of building physics, a greater extent of detailed empirical inputs 
are required for the PHPP method.  
There is some evidence that the additional level of detail required for PHPP leads to a reduced 
gap in fabric performance, with examples of completed Passive House dwellings achieving 
within 10% of the designed HTC values [154, 179]. However, in many situations the inputs are 
calculated in the same way as SAP. Therefore, some of the reduction in their performance gap 
may be because homes built with extra scrutiny are built more carefully, so the U-values in the 
model may be more likely to be achieved in practice. However, a much larger sample size of 
both SAP and PHPP-based projects would be required to quantify this. 
 
Table 3-2 Main differences between SAP and PHPP (adapted from [180]) 
Input: SAP (2012) PHPP (v9) 
Dimensions Internal measurements External measurements 
Internal floor area for 
calculations 
Gross internal area Treated floor area typically 10% 
less than gross internal floor area 
Non-repeating 
thermal bridging 
Calculated values (but default 
values can be used if 
necessary) 
All thermal bridges must be either 
calculated or removed from the 
detailed design 
Window U-values Allows whole window U-value 
regardless of window 
dimensions and construction 
Each window U-value must be 
calculated individually 
Solar gains Based on actual window sizes, 
shading measured in less detail 
Each window is separately 
modelled for solar gain and 
shading 
Internal gains Standard assumptions and can 
be 100% higher than PHPP 
Assumes best practice in choice 




Based on air permeability rates Based on air change rates 
Internal temperature Living room 21°C, other zones 
vary with efficiency of building 
fabric (18°C or 19°C) 
Fixed at 20°C (can be altered in 
justified cases when agreed with 
certifier) 




Mean daily summer 
temperature calculation and 
simplified risk level 
categorisation 
Calculates percentage of annual 
hours that exceed 25°C which 
must be below 10% 
External temperature 
(compliance) 





Regional or postcode specific 
data (defined by full or partial 
postcode) 
Location (region) and altitude 
specific (no cost calculations are 
included in PHPP) 
 
There is a retrofit-specific standard for Passive House, EnerPHit, which sets more relaxed 
performance targets than the Passive House standard for new dwellings [22]. However, in 
contrast to SAP and RdSAP, there is no reduced data version of PHPP and the same 
calculation method and range of inputs is used for both new build and retrofit projects [181]. 
Due to the robust understanding of heat exchange that underpins steady-state models, they 
are useful for predicting heat demand and associated energy costs. As the SAP outputs have 
been developed to provide a comparison across the UK stock, it is a useful tool to predict 
heating energy consumption across relatively large samples [169]. However, it is the inputs, 
fixed to provide this normalised comparison, that can lead to performance gaps for specific 
dwellings as the idiosyncrasies of the individual buildings are not captured.  
This is summarised in Figure 3-2 which compares SAP predictions with measured 
consumption. While there is relatively good fit of prediction there is a very large range and 
significant outliers meaning, practically, that SAP cannot accurately predict actual energy use 
for an individual building but may be useful in estimating average energy use in a population. 
 
Figure 3-2 Comparison of SAP estimates and actual energy costs (from [169]) 
Models that allow for the majority of input variables to be adjusted can inherently be more 
detailed, but this also increases the margin for error [182]. In the context of this review, RdSAP 
represents the model with the most limited range of inputs. SAP allows for some bespoke 
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inputs to be added and PHPP encourages either measurement or calculation of all key inputs. 
Beyond steady-state models, some DSM models allow for the vast majority of inputs to be 
altered at an hourly resolution [183] and these are discussed in the next section.  
3.2.2 Dynamic whole building retrofit models 
The previous section identified the steady-state models that are commonly used, describing 
their applications, some of their benefits and some limitations. DSM can offer greater flexibility 
and precision, and when used correctly, can offer more realistic predictions for retrofit 
performance [32, 33, 41, 45], especially when calibrated with measured data [162-164, 184].  
More detailed DSM methods have been described as complex and resource intensive to 
produce [25] and there may be a risk that building modellers do not sufficiently understand the 
fundamental workings of the DSM application they use [182]. This has been suggested as 
another potential inaccuracy that leads to gaps between modelled and measured performance. 
This particular piece of research did, however, draw criticism from academics in the field of 
building simulation [185] and there are numerous examples of how refined models can more 
accurately predict realistic energy savings following retrofit [32, 33, 41, 45]. Ultimately, as 
identified by de Wilde [186], a co-ordinated effort and change of industry practice is required to 
address the range of issues that contribute to the performance gap. Pertinent to DEEP, de 
Wilde notes that further work is required to validate energy model outputs and to improve the 
quality of model input data [186].  
The use of calibrated models is an established approach that aims to overcome some model 
inaccuracies, particularly in retrofit projects. As noted above, DSM software applications allow 
for the majority of variables to be adjusted, so are best suited to this approach, although 
calibration of steady-state models is possible.  
If realistic input data are available, DSM can be particularly useful for whole-house retrofit, 
since they are capable of modelling the complexities of interacting retrofit measures and 
dynamic energy flows [37, 45, 154, 168, 187]. DSM methods can be more challenging, time 
consuming and computationally expensive to undertake than steady-state models, though the 
data analysis they perform is considerably more complex [25]. This could make it more likely 
that modellers do not completely understand how the models work. Consequently, more care 
is needed when interpreting the results of dynamic models [182], though in the field of building 
simulation practice, the majority of tasks that users are required to complete using DSM are 
well understood [185]. Having said this, DSM also provides useful compliance functions. For 
example, undertaking TM59 overheating analysis to comply with PAS 2035 [25, 171], indicates 
that it could be adopted more widely to provide compliance with energy performance in policy.  
Several software applications can be used for DSM, including: Design Builder, which uses the 
open source building physics engine Energy Plus; Integrated Environmental Solutions Virtual 
Environment (IES VE); and TRANSYS [150]. Both CIBSE in the UK, and ASHRAE in the USA, 
independently validate the accuracy of these DSM applications, so their physics engines are 
not further critiqued here [151, 152]. However, there is scope to further improve the quality of 
DSM model input data and practice [186], and this is discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.3 Calibration for DSM and steady-state whole building models 
The need for calibrating models to improve their accuracy has been noted in the previous 
sections. There is no definitive range of parameters that must be measured when calibrating a 
model. Any measured or known data that can be input into the model may be used, although 
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the more data included, the more accurate the model will be. Possible refined data inputs 
include: 
• Building fabric in-use performance; 
• Whole-house in-use performance (including heating and ventilation); 
• Occupancy; 
• Internal gains; and 
• Weather conditions.  
DSM is more commonly used to calibrate whole-house energy models and there are numerous 
published examples of this practice [33, 45, 153, 166, 168]. As noted earlier in this section, 
most validations of SAP are based on older versions of the software, although one recent 
study found that the accuracy could be improved by using measured U-values and airtightness 
results. This reduced the gap between the modelled and measured HTC reductions achieved 
by a retrofit from almost 20 W/K to just 3.6 W/K and from 14 W/K to 8 W/K, respectively, in one 
case study [45]. It is however important to note that this was a detailed study of two dwellings 
only and not a large sample set.  
Thus, a model calibrated on measured fabric performance can be achieved relatively simply, 
since only a small number of parameters are required. However, calibrating against stochastic 
parameters, such as occupancy, weather and in-use performance is more challenging and 
require DSM and high quality data [162, 188, 189].  
The additional cost and delay needed to calibrate models deters its use, except for research 
and where ‘investment grade’ decisions are made. DSM has been demonstrated to be highly 
effective where retrofit measures are multiple and interactive [163, 164, 188, 190], though it 
tends to be more often used in non-domestic projects.  
Calibration techniques have been categorised by Reddy [184] and are defined as:  
(a) manual, iterative and pragmatic interventions;  
(b) informative graphical comparative displays;  
(c) special tests/analytical procedures; and  
(d) analytical and mathematical methods.  
The most useful of these for evaluating retrofit models are those in category (a).  
Although limitations can restrict the accuracy of iterative approaches, the process can be 
refined [189, 191, 192]. Also, despite manual approaches relying upon the modeller’s 
knowledge and experience [162, 167, 190], it is possible to structure iterative approaches [162, 
163, 167]. An example of this is to plot consumption data against external dry-bulb 
temperature, creating a calibration signature that can be more easily compared to the modelled 
outputs [193]. 
The level of accuracy achieved by the calibration is determined by the quality and quantity of 
the data used to inform the process. Five levels of increasing accuracy for calibration are 
presented in Table 3-3. Quality of data is important for accuracy. For example, using a range of 
high resolution measured data (ideally at an hourly time step), and the actual weather data 
from the site, are vital when calibrating against in-use metered data [194, 195]. This raises the 
possibility of using smart meter data in the future to calibrate retrofit models. In an ideal 
situation, smart meter data could be used to create a de facto calibrated model for dwellings as 
they develop over time, essentially creating a digital twin that could be used in retrofit analysis. 
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Level 1 X X     
Level 2 X X X    
Level 3 X X X X   
Level 4 X X X X X  
Level 5 X X X X X X 
 
A considerable amount of existing research has been aimed to devise robust methods that 
address uncertainty in model inputs [126, 162, 196-199]. Other work in the field of building 
simulation has also investigated the uses of probabilistic inputs and outputs [196, 200-203]. 
These techniques can aid in the calibration of models and, ultimately, improve their overall 
accuracy. In some cases, dynamic techniques have been developed for instances where 
reduced or limited data are available for domestic buildings [165]. The application and 
practicality of these techniques for domestic retrofit modelling will be explored as part of the 
DEEP project. The rest of this section considers the key model inputs required for retrofit 
modelling.  
In terms of in situ measurements and laboratory testing, the main focus of DEEP will be on 
building fabric performance and how modelling can be used to produce more accurate 
predictions of post-retrofit performance, as well as mitigate risk and unintended consequences. 
Measured performance for the broad range of space heating, ventilation and cooling systems 
that are utilised in domestic properties is therefore beyond the scope of this work.  
Many of the modelling methods that can be used in retrofit projects already include extensive 
databases of either manufacturer’s data, or system performance calculated by building 
services professionals [170, 174, 204, 205]. It is, however, important to define how space 
heating, cooling and ventilation performance is applied in whole building models, and to 
consider if there are any implications for dwelling performance following either partial or whole-
house retrofit. 
Whole building modelling: implications for DEEP 
ECO policy relies on RdSAP, a steady-state model used to predict retrofit success. 
However, the use of RdSAP generally results in reduced model accuracy and gaps 
between modelled and measured performance. Alternative calibrated steady-state and 
dynamic whole building models can predict retrofit energy performance with greater 
accuracy. DEEP will evaluate how RdSAP may be improved by comparing it to 
alternative static and dynamic models. It will also explore the sensitivity of predicted 
savings when different input variables are enhanced and make recommendations on 
default values. It will also investigate how useful and practical different levels of 
calibration may be for integration into retrofit models used in future policy.  
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3.2.4 Modelling overheating risks 
Space heating accounts for the largest proportion of domestic energy use in the UK [206] and 
reducing this is the primary focus for energy reduction retrofits. Overheating in dwellings is, 
however, predicted to become more prevalent as the climate continues to change [207, 208]. 
This has implications for thermal comfort and the health and wellbeing of occupants [149]. In 
2007, a study reported that 21% of bedrooms exceeded 26°C for more than 1% of night-time 
hours and 47% exceeded 24°C for more than 5% of night-time hours [209].  
In 2009, another study found that 27% of living rooms exceeded 28°C for more than 1% of 
occupied hours and that approximately 20% of bedrooms exceeded 24°C during night-time 
hours for 30% of the monitoring period [210]. Reducing heat losses by constructing low-energy 
dwellings has been shown in some instances to unintentionally exacerbate the risk of 
overheating [211-213], although it is useful to note that the PAS 2035 guidance now 
recommends that retrofits evaluate overheating risk using the TM59 methodology [25].  
Examples of retrofits extending the risk of overheating include summer bypass in MVHR units 
being under used, larger proportions of glazing being installed and inadequate ventilation being 
provided post-retrofit [214]. A study of a Passivhaus development in the UK [215] found that a 
larger percentage of dwellings were considered to overheat when using adaptive comfort 
criteria designed to rate conditions for vulnerable occupants, as identified in current CIBSE 
guidance TM52 and, subsequently, TM59 [171, 216]. Although much work has focused on 
overheating in new build dwellings, there are also examples of overheating in retrofitted 
dwellings [217, 218].  
A meta-analysis of overheating studies found multiple examples of overheating in existing, 
retrofitted and new build dwellings, with kitchens and bedrooms being found to be at most risk 
of overheating in the retrofit examples [217]. Overheating was mainly identified in dwellings 
that had undergone cavity fill insulation retrofit, but also in solid wall dwellings that had been 
internally and externally insulated. Modelling studies have also shown that retrofitted properties 
are likely to overheat in future climate scenarios and may require active cooling strategies to 
mitigate this [218]. 
Recent research has used a simulation-based approach to parametrise performance of fabric 
insulation in the context of overheating [219]. This large-scale modelling exercise combined 
data mining techniques, which were validated against monitored data. This technique was 
used to evaluate the impact of key variables on overheating, including type of dwelling, 
orientation, location, insulation, thermal mass, glazing ratio, shading, internal heat gains, 
window opening, occupancy, infiltration and ventilation. Although fabric insulation can 
contribute to both increased and decreased overheating, this study noted that it only accounted 
for 5% of overall overheating when ranked against the other influencing factors noted above 
[219]. As this study uses examples from different climate zones, location is of course ranked as 
one of the highest influencing factors, along with ventilation strategy, thermal mass, infiltration 
and orientation which all have a greater impact than insulation. Shading is ranked below 
insulation in this study, but only fixed shading is modelled (overhangs and vertical fins) [219]. 
In fact, this study also shows that in poorly designed dwellings, increased levels of insulation 
tend to reduce overheating [219]. It is, however, important to note that this work was completed 
for eight different global locations and the results are aggregated. Further work is therefore 
required to evaluate how applicable these global results are to the UK.  
Various measures are available that can help to avoid or mitigate overheating. These include: 
internal and external solar shading, increased natural ventilation, night-time purge ventilation, 
additional mechanical ventilation, and air conditioning [220, 221]. It has been established that 
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external shading, in particular, is very effective in reducing solar gains and that retrofitted solar 
reflective paint and EWI can also help to mitigate overheating [222]. The effectiveness of these 
strategies can be modelled using DSM, but this is not a requirement in Building Regulations or 
ECO. However, it is important to also consider that the accuracy of overheating predictions 
made via DSM themselves may not be particularly reliable [223]. 
In current UK Building Regulations, there is a requirement to consider overheating using a 
relatively simplified method defined in SAP that aims to limit direct solar gains, rather than 
more sophisticated models that simulate more extreme temperatures at an hourly resolution 
[79, 224]. The SAP Appendix P method calculates the average internal temperature for the 
months of June, July and August and ranks overheating risk based upon the resulting mean 
(>23.5°C is categorised as ‘high risk’, 22 to 23.5°C is ‘medium risk’ and 20.5 to 22°C is a ‘slight 
risk’).  
The PHPP calculation includes a significantly more sophisticated evaluation that estimates the 
percentage of annual hours that are above 25°C and this must not exceed 10% of the occupied 
hours. Expertise and increased understanding in the field of thermal comfort has led to the 
adaptive comfort model being favoured over the threshold exceedance methods in academic 
work.  
The adaptive comfort method is defined for practice in the UK by CIBSE TM52 [216]. 
Subsequently, the need for a more sophisticated evaluation of overheating has been 
acknowledged at a policy level [225].  
CIBSE has published guidance to simplify the modelling of overheating in dwellings in TM59 
[171]. In TM59 two metrics are used to assess whether a dwelling will overheat, the first of 
which is taken from CIBSE TM52 [216]. The two assessment criteria are defined as follows: 
i. For living rooms, kitchens and bedrooms: the number of hours during which the 
difference in temperature between inside and outside (ΔT) is greater than or equal to 
one degree (K) during the period May to September inclusive shall not be more than 3 
percent of occupied hours (CIBSE TM52 Criterion 1: Hours of exceedance). 
ii. For bedrooms only: to guarantee comfort during the sleeping hours the operative 
temperature in the bedroom from 10pm to 7am shall not exceed 26°C for more than 1% 
of annual hours (Note: 1% of the annual hours between 22:00 and 07:00 for bedrooms 
is 32 hours, so 33 or more hours above 26°C will be recorded as a fail).  
Modelling overheating risk: implications for DEEP 
The risk of homes overheating may increase as a result of retrofit and this is likely to be 
exacerbated in the future due to climate change. The effectiveness of SAP at evaluating 
overheating risk will be compared with the PHPP hourly method and DSM analysis (via 
TM59 and CIBSE’s adaptive comfort method). DEEP will evaluate these methods and 
explore how sensitive overheating risk is to different variables in retrofit models and will 
investigate the potential for RdSAP to be updated.  
3.2.5 Building fabric in whole building models 
Heat loss through the plane elements, thermal bridging and infiltration are the main heat loss 
pathways in a home and are key inputs to whole building models. This section discusses how 
these are used in models, including identifying uncertainty or possible improvements.  
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3.2.5.1 Modelling plane elements: ground floors, thermal bridges and thermal 
mass 
Plane element fabric inputs (floor, roof, wall, windows and doors) have a great impact on 
model accuracy and are accounted for in models as U-values, which influence heat balance 
equations [170, 174, 183, 204, 226]. U-values are either entered manually or selected from 
libraries developed by ASHRAE, BRE or CIBSE depending on which model is used [170, 174, 
183, 204, 226]. The suitability of default values in these libraries therefore underpins the 
accuracy of the model predictions.  
While plane elements exposed to air are relatively simple to incorporate in models, ground 
floor heat loss is more complex, since it is influenced by seasonal ground temperatures and 
voids under suspended timber floors [118, 121]. Ground floor modelling is often treated very 
differently in steady-state and dynamic models. In SAP the ground below the building is 
incorporated within the U-value calculation and no specific ground temperatures are included 
in heat loss calculations. PHPP, on the other hand, includes an optional additional worksheet 
that accounts for building geometry and the effect of seasonal heat storage below the ground 
floor [174]. In some dynamic models, the ground temperature can be set for each month, whilst 
in others, it is taken from the weather file (which itself can be adjusted). Uncertainty over the 
accuracy of ground floor heat losses in models could cause uncertainty in the modelled 
savings predicted for ground floor retrofits. 
DSM can account for non-repeating thermal bridging in some models, by allowing specific Psi 
values at junctions to be added [204] (‘Psi value’ describes the heat flow through a junction as 
a function of temperature difference and is quantified using W/m˙K). Bridging can only be 
included in other DSM models using an overall y-value, which is used to adjust the elemental 
U-values, though there are less commonly used methods. 
Appendix K in SAP 2012 includes an updated list of default Psi values and also allows 
bespoke Psi calculation values to be added, which are then aggregated and included in the 
overall heat transfer coefficient of the building fabric [170]. If no junction details are available, 
then a default y-value of 0.15 W/m2˙K is used to account for non-repeating thermal bridges. 
PHPP requires Psi value inputs to be modelled for each junction [170, 174]. How these 
different approaches affect the accuracy of models has not been conclusively quantified, 
neither has the impact of default y-values been evaluated definitively [227].  
An additional complication relating to plane element heat loss is thermal mass, which can be 
accounted for in DSM by assigning construction layers to each element. This allows more 
complex heat storage to be considered in total energy consumption and surface temperatures 
to be considered in thermal comfort analysis [204, 226]. SAP models do not account for these 
differences through the constructions, although adjustments are included in the calculation to 
account for overall thermal mass [228]. 
3.2.5.2 Airtightness and infiltration 
Infiltration rates in models have been demonstrated to have a large effect on model predictions 
[45, 182, 187, 229]. This is especially important in the context of RdSAP, which includes 
default air permeability rates that cannot be altered, thus contributing towards the prediction 
gap. Where existing infiltration rates account for a large amount of heat loss, this limits the 
impact that insulation could have on overall energy savings [170].  
Additionally, where airtightness is measured onsite, it is important to understand if this is 
infiltration to the outside or to neighbours, otherwise the value inputted in models may be 
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overestimated [45, 230]. As SAP uses air permeability inputs, background ventilation rates are 
approximated from the air pressurisation test results using the n50/20 rule [231]. As air 
pressurisation tests use an elevated pressure of 50 Pa, the n50/20 rule is used to estimate what 
the background ventilation is under perceived normal conditions. The n50/20 rule uses a 
correction factor for local shelter and the SAP 2012 methodology adheres to this approach.  
Local environmental conditions during the time of each air pressurisation test dictate the level 
of associated uncertainty, which is normally less than 10% [232]. However, the relevance of 
the n50/20 rule has been brought into question, especially in relation to the UK housing stock 
[233]. Inaccurate infiltration rates have been shown to have a large influence on space heating 
demand, in both models and practice [45, 168, 187, 229]. Measured air change rates taken 
from pressurisation test results can however be used in alternative models, including PHPP 
and most DSM software.  
It is of particular note that SAP air permeability inputs can be acquired using either a 
pressurisation or depressurisation test, whereas PHPP uses an average of these two tests to 
define a holistic air change rate at 50 Pascals [234].  
 
 
Building fabric in whole building modelling: implications for DEEP 
Default elemental U-values, y-values and Psi values and infiltration assumptions 
included in SAP, PHPP and DSM have a large influence on modelled performance and 
validating these is imperative to give confidence that this aspect of the whole building 
model is robust. It is not known how sensitive thermal bridging values are to changes 
when the fabric plane element is retrofitted. This will be investigated in DEEP, in addition 
to how infiltration is applied in models and the degree to which infiltration undermines 
predicted savings. 
3.2.6 Weather files used in models 
Building in colder locations is likely to lead to higher space heating bills, thus the weather data 
used in models will affect predictions of retrofit savings. Both steady state and DSM models 
have their own type of weather file. Static calculations most often use daily averages for 
different seasons or months, whereas DSM calculations most often use hourly building 
weather files [151, 170, 171, 174, 204]. The accuracy and appropriateness of weather data has 
been shown to lead to gaps between modelled and measured performance, especially when 
associated with localised micro-climates, e.g. urban heat islands [153, 235-237].  
Weather conditions differ between regions and have even been shown to differ enough within 
regions to have a significant impact on building energy and thermal performance [236, 237]. 
For example, differences in elevation, aspect, eastings, northings, urbanisation and distance 
from the coast shows that moving the proposed site of buildings relatively short distances can 
sometimes have a considerable impact on the predicted energy performance [238].  
Both SAP and RdSAP use average UK weather data to calculate the Environmental Impact 
(EI) ratings, and the Dwelling Emissions Rate (DER) [169, 170]. This allows for a comparison 
of dwelling performance, regardless of location. In order to provide a localised prediction of 
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energy costs, average regional weather conditions from 21 different regions across the UK can 
be used in both methods [170]. A similar process is also contained in PHPP [174].  
These can be refined further in SAP 2012, if the specific postcode is known, providing the 
option to use specific weather data for 3,014 different UK locations. Importantly, these 
locations are not used in RdSAP, (though they could be with a very minor change to the input) 
meaning retrofit evaluations are using less specific weather data that will provide less accurate 
predictions. In contrast to SAP, the PHPP calculation method allows the user to input location 
specific weather files [174]. For illustrative purposes, the difference in regional UK climatic 
conditions is presented in   
Figure 3-3. It is clear from this figure that a significant difference in average daily air 
temperature is experienced across the UK throughout the year. 
  
Figure 3-3 Daily average monthly air temperature for the 21 UK regions used in SAP and 
RdSAP [99] 
 
3.2.6.1 Annual weather conditions 
As they are steady-state calculation methods, both SAP and PHPP use daily average 
temperatures for each month of the year as part of their heat balance equations [170, 174]. In 
addition, the average wind speed and solar radiation on a horizontal plane used in SAP are 
mean values from data collected by the UK Met Office over a 19-year period (1987-2006) 
[170]. As this data is almost 15 years old, it may require updating to represent recent warming 
of the climate. This is particularly relevant, especially given that 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 
have been the warmest years on record, and that the 2001-2010 decade was 0.21°C warmer 
than the previous 1991-2000 decade [239]. With respect to PHPP, the weather data used is 
taken from Meteonorm V6 [174].  
Various sources of weather data are available globally. The Met Office provides a robust and 
extensive range of land and surface observation data for the UK, from the year 1853 to the 
present day, through its Met Office Integrated Data Archive System (MIDAS) [240]. In addition, 
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(speed and direction), air temperatures, soil temperatures, sunshine duration and radiation 
measurements and rainfall [240]. This data can be used to compile suitable inputs for SAP and 
PHPP, though not RdSAP (at least in its current restricted data set form).  
Whilst daily average values can be useful in estimating energy performance for monthly or 
annual calculations, they are not able to simulate the extreme conditions relevant to peak loads 
and thermal comfort, and in particular investigate overheating [225]. DSM uses building 
simulation weather data at an hourly time step and typically includes similar data for the 
parameters noted in Table 3-4, which compares steady-state and dynamic weather inputs.  
 
Table 3-4 Weather data parameters for different modelling techniques 
Weather parameter Steady-state – daily mean Dynamic – hourly 
Dry bulb temperature Degrees Celsius Degrees Celsius 
Wet bulb temperature N/A Degrees Celsius 
Atmospheric pressure N/A Hectopascal 
Global solar irradiation Watts per square metre Watts per square metre 
Diffuse solar irradiation N/A Watts per square metre 
Cloud cover N/A Oktas 
Wind speed Metres per second Metres per second 
Wind direction N/A Degrees clockwise from North 
 
Other weather files are available for the UK through the Prometheus Project at the University 
of Exeter, which also uses Met Office data [236]. Providers such as ASHRAE, Whitebox 
Technologies and Energy Plus use data from the International Weather for Energy Calculation 
(IWEC) via the National Centres for Environmental Information in the USA (formerly the 
National Climatic Data Centre) [241-244]. Thus, there are many sources of weather data that 
can be used in retrofit modelling, though there has been little work previously to attempt to 
quantify the impact each source is likely to have on predictions.  
In DSM, CIBSE’s Test Reference Year (TRY) files are often used, which represent a typical 
year, and are compiled using average months selected from a historical baseline period (1984-
2013) [245]. While using average conditions is useful for predicting typical energy savings, 
another type of weather file is needed to predict overheating risk: the Design Summer Year 
(DSY) files. This is discussed in the next section. These file types are approved for non-
domestic compliance modelling in the UK [224]. 
3.2.6.2 Summer weather conditions and overheating 
Like the TRY files, the DSY files are based upon historic datasets (1984 to 2013) from which 
three different files are produced that can be used in DSM: 
• DSY 1 – a moderately warm summer;  
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• DSY 2 – a short intense warm spell (heatwave); and  
• DSY 3 – designed to represent a long, less intense warm spell [245].  
Modelling of overheating has improved over recent years and DSY files are used in Building 
Regulations to predict overheating of non-domestic buildings. To meet Building Regulations, 
potential overheating for dwellings is assessed using SAP, although the calculation does not 
consider any extreme scenarios such as heatwave conditions or high internal gains coinciding 
with high temperatures [225]. For retrofits, no overheating assessment is performed in RdSAP, 
although PAS 2035 requires that overheating is evaluated via TM59 [25].  
This could be seen as a little inconsistent as the guidance requires steady state models to be 
used in the energy calculations but then specifies the use of DSM to evaluate overheating 
using DSY files [171]. It may be more efficient to produce a single DSM model for all these 
purposes.  
In addition to using the current DSY files, overheating can also be evaluated for future climate 
scenarios using CIBSE’s morphed weather files [246]. Probabilistic files are available for low, 
medium and high emission scenarios for the 2020s, 2050s and 2080s [246]. Currently, TM59 
specifies that the high emission scenario files for 2020 are used in overheating analysis as 
these best reflect current climate conditions [171]. This is the only formal requirement to use 
any of the future climate scenario weather files. Another example of variation to the standard 
approach is that, given the impact of urban heat islands on overheating, Central London has a 
specific DSY for use in overheating assessment [247]. Although bespoke weather data is not 
yet available, there is also growing evidence of the urban heat island phenomenon in other UK 
cities [248].  
Weather files used in models: implications for DEEP 
Weather affects the savings achieved by retrofits and has been shown to vary 
considerably within regions based on a range of factors. Despite this, steady state retrofit 
models do not take advantage of the wealth of weather data that exists. DSM models 
use hourly time step data, resulting in better predictions of retrofit performance and more 
realistic evaluation of overheating during extremely hot periods. Currently, the 
significance of how local weather data is used and its time resolution on the accuracy of 
domestic retrofits has not been well explored and there may be an opportunity to 
improve the accuracy of predictions by altering how weather is considered. The DEEP 
project will evaluate how steady-state and dynamic weather inputs affect model 
accuracy. 
3.2.7 Occupancy and Internal Gains 
Building occupants have a direct impact on energy performance, contributing to internal heat 
gains through the use of heating, lighting, appliances, cooking and controlling space heating 
and ventilation [43].  
In domestic retrofit modelling, work has shown that occupant behaviour in dwellings differs to 
that which is assumed in RdSAP, identifying external temperature and space heating hours as 
being those factors that are responsible for the biggest difference between modelled and 
actual energy use [249]. Furthermore, the importance of occupancy patterns and occupant 
behaviour has been emphasised in recent years through the IEA Annex 66: Definition and 
Simulation of Occupant Behaviour in Buildings [250]. The preceding Annex 53: Total Energy 
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Use in Buildings, had already identified occupant behaviour as one of the key influences on 
building energy performance along with climate, building envelope, building services, indoor 
design criteria, and operation and maintenance [251].  
Occupancy patterns and occupant behaviour are even more critical to energy and thermal 
performance in models that include occupancy-based controls [252, 253]. Thus, occupancy 
modelling can be highly complex, but for it to be useful to designers and engineers, there is a 
trade-off between practicality and accuracy [254]. Modelling approaches associated with 
occupancy can consider temporal, spatial and occupancy resolution [255]. The following 
sections explore this in more detail for retrofit modelling. 
3.2.7.1 Occupancy modelling approaches 
There are significant differences between how occupancy can be represented in static models 
and DSM. Guidance for SAP explicitly states that:  
“The occupancy assumed for SAP calculations is not suitable for design purposes…” 
[170].  
Static models account for occupants at a daily resolution [170, 174]. The metabolic gains from 
occupancy are typically represented as a heat gain, using either Watts per square metre or 
Watts per person unit, depending on the calculation method used [170, 174, 224]. DSM 
calculations use deterministic profiles that control the density of occupants within a space 
using an hourly factor. How occupancy is captured in retrofit models is determined by particular 
software, for instance, steady state models such as SAP use fixed heat gain values to 
represent the presence of occupants whilst DSM software use dynamic heat gain inputs that 
follow hourly schedules [256]. However, comparisons of how limitations in software affect the 
accuracy of occupant influence in retrofit models is not well understood. Although SAP does 
not include hourly data, domestic occupancy profiles are included in the National Calculation 
Method (NCM). The NCM underpins the Standard Building Energy Model (SBEM) calculations 
that are used to demonstrate compliance with Part L of the UK Building Regulations and are 
used for Energy Performance Certificates for non-domestic buildings [257, 258].  
Recent publications have summarised approaches to modelling occupancy [252, 254, 256, 
259-261]. More complex methods aim to model the stochastic behaviour of occupants and are 
often used for scenarios where there are multiple opportunities for adaptive behaviour through 
interaction with specific control mechanisms (e.g. window opening). Examples of such 
methods are for instance Bernoulli processes, Markov chains and Survival analysis, which 
have all been used to mimic stochastic behaviours [254]. Co-simulation can also be used to 
couple different simulation tools and offers a robust means of integrating this level of 
complexity into DSM tools [261]. Co-simulation simply means combining modelling 
approaches, for example a complex, stochastic model of occupancy could be developed in 
Matlab and then coupled with Energy Plus (which cannot inherently include this type of 
stochastic model using its existing features). The extent to which these sophisticated 
approaches affect retrofit modelling is not known. Occupancy assumptions within the steady-
state models used in retrofit are relatively unsophisticated and it would be very difficult, if not 
impossible, to enable a representative range of occupancy profiles to be incorporated [25]. 
Table 3-5 outlines how different models may consider occupancy. 
Table 3-5 Types of occupancy model 
Category: Description: Used for: 
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Building level Number of occupants in a 
building at a given time 
Static models, e.g. total gains 
per day: SAP/PHPP 
Space level & 
occupied status 
Presence of occupants at a 
particular time 
Dynamic models, e.g. hourly 
time steps, W/m2 input 
Space level and 
number of occupants 
Number of occupants in a 
space at a given time 
Dynamic models, e.g. hourly 
time steps, W per person input 
Occupant level Detailed tracking of specific 
individuals 
Advanced modelling 
techniques, e.g. co-simulation 
3.2.7.2 Modelling internal gains from occupancy 
Metabolic gains from occupancy, equipment and lighting are defined in Watts (W), as either an 
absolute number or are unitised per square metre [170, 174, 204, 224]. For all these 
approaches, the number or density of occupants is linked to the internal heat gains. In SAP 
and PHPP, the number of occupants is based upon the floor area of the dwelling, but there is a 
limited maximum number of occupants in larger dwellings, which is the equivalent of 3.2 
people in total [170, 174]. 
The number of occupants included in SAP was reviewed in 2008 to account for variances in 
large homes. This review revised numbers for very large homes but also suggested that the 
updated values for SAP are aligned with the average household occupancy data recorded in 
the English House Condition Surveys [262]. The instantaneous heat emitted by an adult is 
assumed as being 100W in SAP and this broadly aligns with the generally accepted rate [174, 
205, 263]. This value is however arbitrarily reduced to 60W to account for the fact that 
occupants will not be at home for some of the time and that some occupants (children for 
example) will emit less heat, and 50W when calculating heat demand in new dwellings [263]. 
The implications of this assumption on retrofit model outputs have not been fully explored.  
Assumptions are made in SAP around the total energy consumed through lighting appliances 
which are based on various sources, including the Energy Follow-Up Survey (EFUS) [263]. 
The input values in SAP for lighting and equipment are calculated using an annual electricity 
consumption figure taken from EFUS, which is then divided into end uses based on the 
aggregation of other data sources [263].  
It has been noted previously that SAP includes higher internal heat gains than those found in 
PHPP [169, 180, 264]. Thus, directly comparing internal heat gain values is not simple as they 
depend on other factors such as occupancy levels and total floor areas, and so there is a need 
to explore how changing internal gains affects the outcome of retrofit modelling.  
Potential sources of data for internal heat gains include: SAP, PHPP, CIBSE Guide A: 
Environmental Design, CIBSE TM59, and EFUS 2011 [170, 171, 174, 205]. There is no fixed 
occupancy schedule as such in SAP. Instead, it assumes a heating season (September to 
April) of 68 weekend days with 16 hours of heating and 170 weekdays with 14 hours of heating 
(two 7 hour heating periods with 8 hours of no heating), but not at any set times as these have 
no relevance when calculating a daily heat balance [170].  
Data sources such as the EFUS report can be used to define hourly occupancy schedules, 
which will be relevant at a daily scale but will also have inter-seasonal implications, such as 
reduced demand for lighting in the summer months, as is already accounted for in steady-state 
models. 
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Occupancy and internal heat gains: implications for DEEP 
Occupants play a crucial role in the energy performance of buildings, though the way in 
which their impact is modelled varies and is subject to a range of limitations. This means 
that RdSAP may over or underestimate retrofit savings. This is problematic for policy 
makers who rely on EPCs, and for householders who may expect a particular level of 
performance improvement. DEEP will perform a sensitivity analysis comparing the impact of 
competing approaches to, and default assumptions for, occupant behaviour. This will 
provide recommendations, specifically around the way internal gains are allocated, and how 
the sensitivity of predicted savings to a range of occupant types may be captured in policy. 
3.3 Elemental Modelling 
The previous section has discussed whole building models used to calculate energy 
requirements of homes and predict energy savings that may be made by retrofits. This section 
considers elemental modelling that is used to determine the thermal and hygrothermal 
behaviour of individual building elements and the junctions between them using numerical 
modelling techniques. Elemental modelling will be used to predict changes in the thermal and 
hygrothermal behaviour of elements and assess risks associated to the retrofits. Firstly, the 
quantification of U-values is outlined. Secondly, the models used to quantify thermal bridging 
are discussed. Thirdly, the approaches used to evaluate hygrothermal behaviour are reviewed. 
Finally, a detailed discussion is presented on how material properties data are often used in 
these elemental models for the assessment of retrofits. 
3.3.1 U-values 
A U-value is the thermal transmittance of a plane element of a building, such as a wall, floor or 
roof. Expressed in W/m²·K, direct in situ measurements of U-values can be used in models to 
predict retrofit performance. However, in most cases this data is not available and so a 
calculated U-value is used, derived via one of the following methods: 
i. Simplified methods rely on calculations (including calculation tools) using the method in 
BS EN ISO 6946 [265]. Ground floors must include treatment at the perimeters of the 
floor and heat transfer into the ground, so should follow BS EN ISO 13370 [266]. 
Methods for windows and doors are outlined in BS EN ISO 10077 [267]. 
ii. Numerical methods use computer models capable of simulating multi-dimensional heat 
flow through a building element. This is particularly useful where a plane element 
features a complicated build-up with inhomogeneous layers and repeating thermal 
bridges. Numerical methods are relatively expensive since they require computer 
software compliant with BS EN ISO 10211-2007 [267], together with specialist expertise 
in operating the software and interpreting the results.  
Both approaches require accurate characteristics of the building elements to be known 
including thicknesses of layers within a build-up and the size and spacing of any repeating 
thermal bridges (e.g. timber studs etc.). Accurate material properties are also important, for 
thermal conductivity of materials (λ-values) or thermal resistances of layers (R-value). Thus, a 
possible source of error in retrofit models is inaccurate input data when calculating U-values.  
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Simplified methods are used in SAP for new homes, however, for retrofits, RdSAP simplifies 
this further since the properties of the building fabric may not be known. It provides a set of U-
values based on characteristics of the building and its age band, which are published in 
Appendix S of SAP in Tables S6 through to S12 [228]. Clearly, this introduces a large element 
of uncertainty over the fabric efficiency, potentially undermining the predicted retrofit savings 
for individual houses. These may need investigating further to improve retrofit modelling. For 
instance, insulated U-values have been observed to be generally higher (worse performing) 
than their associated default in RdSAP, meaning modelled savings may be underestimates 
[268-270].  
Furthermore, the uninsulated U-values have recently been measured to be lower on average 
than previously understood [249], particularly for solid walls but also for cavity walls, further 
reducing potential savings.  
In solid walls particularly, core drilling has identified small air cavities of 5 to 10mm between 
the sides of adjacent stretchers [269]. Therefore, uncertainty of the makeup of the 
inhomogeneous fabric is another source of error in retrofit models, specifically for solid walls, 
though the same may be found for cavity walls whose cavities are significantly obstructed by 
mortar snots, for example [271].  
Additionally, a lack of material data specifically for various types of stone and other heritage 
materials is common [271]. Table 3-6 provides a list of the possible methods for obtaining U-
values that modellers could select when undertaking assessments of the thermal performance, 
energy use, and carbon dioxide emissions of buildings. 
Table 3-6 Sources of U-values 
Source Description 
SAP 2012 Appendix S In RdSAP, unless a U-value is known for a building element, a 
default value can be taken from Table S6 in SAP Appendix S, 
selected by element characteristics and age of the element. 
CIBSE guide A Tables 3.48 - 3.54 give U-values and other properties of typical 
constructions, listing properties against typical element build ups. 
Manufacturer Some manufacturers provide U-values for building elements using 
their products. In retrofit scenarios, an example of a typical 
retrofitted element will be given. Calculations must conform to the 
relevant standards. 
Calculated SAP 2012 requires that a calculated U-value be used for opaque 
building elements. Calculations must conform to the relevant 
standards. PHPP includes its own U-value calculator. 
 
It has been suggested that adopting median values for assumed U-values in RdSAP, derived 
from in situ measured building elements, may lead to EPCs that are more representative of 
actual building performance [268]. This suggests that more data is needed on the performance 
of a greater variety of wall types to inform default U-values in retrofit modelling.  
Field data, including brick density, moisture content and the presence of a small cavity 
between stretchers in brickwork, have been collected for a range of walls and used to inform 
hygrothermal simulations. This has had some success in resolving the discrepancy between 
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calculated and in situ measured U-values [269]. Similarly, data on the moisture content of walls 
have been used again, with some success in hygrothermal simulation, to improve the accuracy 
of U-value calculations [272]. Thus, variation in the hygrothermal condition and material 
properties of walls also introduce uncertainty into retrofit models. 
U Values: implications for DEEP 
Retrofit models which predict thermal performance tend to use default U-values. These may 
not be appropriate since they may rely on assumptions around construction properties (wall 
thickness, type of brick or stone, age of property, etc). Field measurements can be used to 
improve the accuracy of models. However, it is highly unlikely this can be done in most 
situations. It may therefore be possible to have a wider range of defaults to represent a 
wider set of circumstances for modellers to choose from. 
3.3.2 Thermal bridging 
Thermal bridges occur at junctions between elements or where there are changes to the 
composition of the fabric and are caused by either constructional or geometric effects [273]. A 
change in the thickness of layers within a building element, and the full or partial penetration of 
an insulation layer with a material of different thermal conductivity are constructional effects 
[274]. 
A difference between internal and external surface area of the building envelope or the 
positioning of an insulation layer are examples of geometric effects [274]. This section explores 
how these are accounted for in models. This is particularly important since as the building 
fabric thermal performance improves as the dwellings are retrofitted, the influence of thermal 
bridging increases, as it will represent a greater proportion of overall heat loss [275]. 
3.3.2.1 Current use in models 
Thermal bridges can be classified into two main categories: 
i. Repeating thermal bridges are caused by features that occur at regularly spaced 
intervals within the building fabric [276]. Typical examples include studwork in framed 
construction and wall ties or mechanical fixings that penetrate an insulation layer. 
Repeating thermal bridges can have a significant effect on heat loss and consequently 
BS EN ISO 6946 [265] requires that they be taken into account in the calculation of 
plane element U-values. 
ii. Non-repeating thermal bridges are intermittent and occur at junctions between plane 
elements, or at isolated points caused by anomalies in the thermal envelope [277] (ref). 
These discontinuities may be a result of the construction method used or because of 
individual design features. Typical examples include the junctions between the main 
elements of the external envelope (floors, walls and roofs), around windows, doors and 
rooflights, around loft hatches, where internal walls penetrate the thermal envelope, and 
where steelwork is used to support other elements of structure and it penetrates an 
insulation layer. Non-repeating thermal bridges should be assessed using numerical 
modelling software [252]. As mentioned, the value for non-repeating linear thermal 
bridging is a Ψ-value (psi-value) given in units of Watts per metre length for each Kelvin 
difference between the internal and external temperatures (W/m·K). The value for non-
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repeating point thermal bridging is the χ-value (chi-value) expressed in Watts per Kelvin 
temperature difference. Non-repeating point thermal bridges are ignored by SAP [278]. 
Numerical modelling of thermal bridging should be carried out in accordance with BS EN ISO 
10211 using a numerical modelling software program that is validated using examples 
contained in the standard [273]. BR 497 provides guidance for the application of BS EN ISO 
10211 and forms the basis of thermal bridging calculations in the UK [279].  
The heat loss attributed to all non-repeating thermal bridges in a building (HTB) can be 
calculated by multiplying the Ψ-value for each thermal bridge by the length over which the 
bridge applies and summing the resulting value for each thermal bridge to give the HTB for the 
whole building. The HTB is added to the sum of the heat loss attributed to the plane elements 
(sum of area multiplied by U-value for all elements) to calculate the heat transmission 
coefficient (H) of the building, which represents the total fabric heat loss in Watts per Kelvin 
temperature difference.  
Carrying out numerical modelling of thermal bridging can be an onerous task requiring 
specialist knowledge of heat transfer, as well as the skills to use an appropriate software 
program [280]. A simpler route to assessing thermal bridging in a building is to use default Ψ-
values. Default Ψ-values can be obtained from Table K1 of SAP 2012 [170]. Alternatively, 
improved Ψ-values can be used if Approved Design Details are used in the building design and 
construction. One source of Approved Design Details is the Accredited Construction Details for 
Part L of the Building Regulations [281]. A combination of calculated Ψ-values and 
Default/Approved Ψ-values can be used when calculating a building’s HTB. It should be noted 
that SAP 10 intends to remove the Approved ψ-values [282]. 
If the HTB is not calculated for a building using calculated or Default Ψ-values, the HTB can be 
calculated using the default y-value of 0.15 W/m2K. The y-value is multiplied by the total 
surface heat loss area to give the building HTB. For new build, if the Default values from SAP 
Table K1 or a y-value of 0.15 W/m²K is used, then the notional dwelling values used elsewhere 
would need to be significantly improved to achieve Building Regulations compliance. It is 
proposed for SAP 10 to increase the Default y-value to 0.20 Wm2K [282]. 
Numerical modelling of thermal bridging can also be used to assess the risk of surface 
condensation formation and mould growth, which can lead to health problems for occupants 
and damage to the surface finishes within a building. This is done by converting the predicted 
internal surface temperature adjacent to a thermal bridge into a temperature factor (ƒRsi) and 
comparing it with a critical temperature factor (ƒCRsi) set for a use type. A critical temperature 
factor of 0.75 is set to avoid mould growth in UK domestic buildings and temperature factors 
must equal or exceed this value [283].  
Table 3-7 shows a list of possible options for accounting for thermal bridging in models and 
how these differ. 
Table 3-7 Sources of thermal bridging values 
 Comments 
Calculated  This is the preferred method of determining Ψ-values; calculations 
are carried out in accordance with BS EN ISO 10211 using 
guidance contained in BR 497. 




This method allows pre-modelled junction Ψ-values to be used, if 
the junction detail is adopted within the design. 
BS EN ISO 14683:2017 This British Standard gives a simplified method of calculating Ψ-
values without numerical simulation, it also provides a range of 
typical junction configurations along with Ψ-values. 
SAP 2012, Appendix K Specifies a default y-value and Appendix K Table K1 gives a list of 
generic Ψ-values that can be used to calculate a building’s HTB. 
RdSAP Table S13 Table S13 in Appendix S of SAP 2012 can be used to determine a 
default y-value, based on building age band and type. 
 
3.3.2.2 Issues with existing approaches 
A number of shortcomings in the way thermal bridging is currently handled in SAP 2012 have 
been highlighted [227, 284]; SAP is the primary method of assessing the energy efficiency of 
dwellings in the UK. The convention for using a y-value of 0.15 W/m²K for new builds is based 
on assumptions of typical junction lengths and Ψ-values for typical bridges. Inevitably this 
value is likely to be unrepresentative of a building’s HTB. 
Accredited Construction Details for a limited range of construction types were originally created 
in 2002 and made publicly available [281], though these are now out of date. Their associated 
ψ-values are unsuitable for current constructions, particularly as plane element U-values are 
lower than in the detailed designs assessed in 2002.  
RdSAP’s approach is based on average thermal bridging values for dwellings by age band and 
does not account for differing construction types and variation in detailing. Although the default 
values are based on the state of knowledge at the time of development, their continued use will 
frustrate design decisions needed to achieve the sort of energy improvements that are 
required. 
3.3.2.3 General solutions to issues 
BRE Consultation Paper 06 [285] suggests more pessimistic y-values and default Ψ-values 
should be used in upcoming versions of SAP and RdSAP. This would encourage numerical 
modelling of thermal bridging or the use of pre-assessed details in building designs. 
Catalogues of patterns that offer solutions for set configurations of specific construction types 
are limited in coverage by their nature [280]. It has been suggested by the Zero Carbon Hub 
[286] that a publicly accessible database should be established to provide best practice 
patterns for the main building fabric junctions using current construction methods. If set up, this 
could be expanded to include retrofit solutions. 
An alternative technique is to use for as-built construction is Quantitative Infrared 
Thermography to assess thermal bridges in situ. This technique has the potential to enable 
thermal bridging to be assessed where the internal layers of a wall are unknown, which can 
hamper numerical modelling of an existing building’s fabric [287]. The technique is also 
capable of assessing complex thermal bridging where multiple thermal bridges interact and 
laboratory tests have shown that the technique is capable of giving results in good agreement 
with a hot box experiment [71]. This technique is potentially useful for retrofits where it is more 
difficult to determine Ψ-values due to the lack of enough information and the construction.  
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Thermal bridging: implications for DEEP 
Thermal bridging is especially important for retrofit models, since as the thermal 
performance of fabric elements improves post retrofit, the relative proportion of heat loss via 
bridging increases. Retrofit models use default data for the level of bridging heat loss that 
may occur pre- and post-retrofit. However, little has been done to understand the 
appropriateness of these assumptions under different circumstances. DEEP will undertake 
modelling of thermal bridging to conduct a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the different 
approaches in capturing bridging. It will also use case study retrofits to measure the change 
in thermal bridging heat loss attributable to different fabric improvements and retrofit 
standards.  
3.3.3 Hygrothermal Behaviour 
Hygrothermal behaviour of building fabric is evaluated to ascertain the influence of moisture. 
Two approaches are generally used:  
1) Dynamic numerical simulation, and  
2) Glaser method.  
These can be used to enable the evaluation of existing construction and the effect of 
interventions. 
Dynamic numerical simulation evaluates building fabric over a specific period when exposed 
to simulated weather conditions. This is especially important for retrofits since this will 
investigate any unintended consequences that may manifest during the serviceable life. An 
example of this is shown in Figure 3-4 where moisture content is predicted to increase 
following an IWI retrofit and to a lesser extent increase following thin internal wall insulation 
(TIWI) retrofits.  
Generally, one-dimensional simulations are undertaken over three years, however, if moisture 
content has not reached dynamic equilibrium during this period then simulations may be 
extended. Dynamic numerical simulation of the hygrothermal performance of building fabric 
offers a method of assessing moisture-related risks that account for both vapour and liquid 
transport mechanisms. 
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Figure 3-4 Moisture accumulation in a solid wall increases following the application of 
internal insulation (IWI) and two types of thin IWI (TIWI) [27] 
BS EN ISO 15026 [288] lays out the methodology for assessing hygrothermal risks in building 
fabric using one-dimensional numerical modelling software. Hygrothermal simulation software 
allows for a variety of moisture transport mechanisms to be modelled over time and for 
variation in the internal and external conditions to be accounted for [288].  
One-dimensional hygrothermal simulations should only be applied to plane elements of 
building fabric that do not feature any two-dimensional effects caused by discontinuities. Two-
dimensional simulations can be used at junctions to understand hygrothermal behaviour where 
two fabric elements interact. However, these simulations are complex and rarely undertaken 
despite the risk that these situations present. 
Some projects have adopted one-dimensional simulations to evaluate the impact of retrofits, 
and it has been identified that applying between 70mm and 150mm of foam IWI to solid walls 
can cause moisture accumulation in brick walls to increase compared to the uninsulated 
condition, especially in the inner leaf, causing increased time that timbers within these walls 
may be exposed to conditions where timber rot may occur post-retrofit [289, 290].  
Installing breathable insulation retrofit options or insulation of lower thermal resistance, e.g. 
thin internal wall insulation (TIWI) have been predicted to reduce this moisture accumulation 
risk compared to non-breathable alternatives [289, 291]. Similar evaluations for other retrofit 
scenarios are less common in the literature; DEEP will provide hygrothermal simulations on a 
range of retrofit options and will therefore be a substantial contribution to knowledge in this 
area and additionally provide data which compares model results against measured effects in 
field trials. 
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The Glaser method identifies if there may be condensation risk by calculating a change in 
building temperature and vapour pressure through the building fabric (i.e. where the dew point 
and temperature profile intersect). The Glaser method outlined in BS EN ISO 13788 for 
condensation risk analysis of lightweight constructions assumes that moisture transfer within a 
building element occurs only as a result of water vapour diffusion through the fabric [292]. The 
simplicity of the Glaser method makes it inaccurate as it does not account for changes of 
material properties due to varying moisture content, moisture transport by means other than 
vapour diffusion and the dynamic changes over time of the internal and external boundary 
conditions [205]. 
In most retrofits, no evaluation of hygrothermal behaviour will take place as this is not a 
requirement in ECO. Building Regulations Part C [293] stipulates the need to protect buildings 
and people from the harmful effects of interstitial and surface condensation in new-build and 
material change of use scenarios. However, the Building Regulations are not explicit about 
material alteration, which will form the basis of most thermal upgrading schemes. These issues 
mean that many retrofits have been installed in homes without an understanding of their 
specific risk of moisture accumulation within the fabric. 
3.3.3.1 Material properties data 
Material properties are very important to the accuracy of any models or simulations of the 
performance of building elements. Simulations and calculations are reliant on accurate input 
data to achieve accurate outputs. There are a variety of sources for material property data that 
can be used when defining materials in numerical models and other calculations. Where 
possible, material-specific properties are preferred. These data should be acquired from testing 
that complies with the relevant standards, though generic data are sometimes needed.  
Material manufacturers will often provide material properties data in their literature, though this 
is not always provided, nor will it use the same format consistently across the industry. 
However, the λ90/90 (conductivity over 90%, for 90% of the time) is commonly used. This lack 
of specific material performance data is identified as being a source of uncertainty in 
performance calculations and simulations [269, 270]. When sourcing materials data for 
hygrothermal simulations, default data provided in the software package is commonly used.  
Because of this, there may be a disparity with the specific materials found in a particular UK 
retrofit, and the generic data in the software, representing a possible source of uncertainty in 
the model. Table 3-8 shows the possible options for determining the material properties of 
building elements in models.  
Table 3-8 Sources of material properties 
 Comments 
Laboratory testing Gives specific material properties but can be prohibitively expensive 
and may require destructive testing if applied to an existing 
structure. 
BS EN ISO 10456 Hygrothermal properties of common building materials and 
products. However, these are relatively limited and often insufficient 
for including in dynamic numerical simulation. 
BS EN 12524 Hygrothermal properties of building materials and products. 
Contains data for use in calculating U-values and hygrothermal 
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assessment. However, these are relatively limited and often 
insufficient for including in dynamic numerical simulation. 
BS EN 1745 Defines methods to determine material properties of masonry 
products and gives tabulated design values for various products. 
BS EN ISO 6946 Primarily focussed on the method of calculating U-values. Also 
contains guidance for determining properties of air layers in 
construction. 
CIBSE Guide A & 
BR443 
These guides contain several tables that can be used to determine 
a suitable value to use for various materials. 
Software databases Hygrothermal simulation software sometimes includes a database 
of material hygrothermal properties, provided by the publisher that is 
based upon test results. 
 
Different approaches to attaining the material properties include: 
• Experimental derived values: Require additional testing and materials to use in 
experiments, requiring time and money.  
• Manufacturer values: Not always available. The conditions that the materials are tested 
under are not necessarily reflective of in situ conditions, and different manufacturers 
may use different test methodologies.  
• Database values: Does not cover every material that could be found in buildings. Values 
are generic, and do not account for variations between similar but different types.  
Hygrothermal behaviour: implications for DEEP 
Predicting water accumulation and risk of rot in construction fabric before and after retrofits 
have taken place is not common. But studies have shown, specifically with IWI, that risks 
can increase substantially where systems are not breathable and where discontinuities in 
insulation occur. The impact of using default materials data from databases on these 
predictions is not clear however, and little data on UK specific construction materials exist, 
e.g. assumed properties of density, porosity and water content, etc. This means there are 
unknown risks of moisture accumulation and timber rot being introduced into homes that 
have been retrofitted. DEEP will identify the relevant material properties for common UK 
construction materials to better inform hygrothermal simulations. DEEP will also investigate 
how sensitive model predictions are to different material properties. Furthermore, since 
there is little data currently available, DEEP will also undertake scenario analysis for a range 
of common retrofits and house construction types to quantify moisture accumulation risk 
currently being introduced into UK homes that are having retrofits. 
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4 Conclusion 
Throughout the literature review, key issues related to retrofit performance and risk 
have been identified. Consideration has been made of current limitations in retrofit 
models and how these could be overcome. The data and knowledge base are 
extensive for popular retrofits, however, those less common or more complex retrofits 
suffer from significant gaps in understanding. Furthermore, some modelling 
conventions and input data are absent, leaving substantial modelling and knowledge 
gaps to be addressed.  
4.1 Retrofit policy 
The UK Government supports the retrofit of existing dwellings via policy, which has changed 
over time, affecting the type and scale of retrofits that take place. Current policy promotes 
single measures to be installed in homes in phases, rather than undertaking deep retrofits. It is 
not known if this approach is compatible with a whole-house approach, or how this affects 
performance and risk of retrofits in homes and the potential to achieve national carbon targets. 
4.2 Retrofit performance and risks 
The body of work relating to performance and risks associated with domestic retrofits is 
considerable, though gaps in understanding are substantial. It appears that knowledge on 
element performance does not translate into practice, something the whole-house approach 
attempts to address. Due to the lack of literature on whole-house retrofits, it is difficult to 
evaluate this approach and its potential impact. There is a lack of understanding around the 
performance and risks of less common retrofit measures, such as floor insulation and 
airtightness improvements. Few studies have investigated the performance differences and 
risks when retrofit is experienced through the piecemeal approach with retrofit applied 
sequentially over years, compared to a deep retrofit undertaken in one step. DEEP will use 
field trial retrofit case studies combined with energy efficiency surveys to provide performance 
data on less common retrofits for solid walled homes, quantify the impact of adopting a whole-
house approach, and compare multiple measure versus deep retrofits. 
4.3 Retrofit modelling 
Predictions of retrofit performance are made using RdSAP and tend to be unrepresentative of 
actual performance for a variety of reasons. DSM models and other flexible steady-state 
models can improve predictions by incorporating more realistic inputs, and although these are 
rarely used in policy, they are encouraged in standards. Detailed DSM, thermal modelling and 
hygrothermal simulations are seldom undertaken for individual retrofits and little has been done 
to systematically validate their inputs or findings on a range of retrofit scenarios. DEEP will 
explore the trade-off between accuracy and practicality. DEEP will also explore how RdSAP, 
thermal bridging and hygrothermal simulation inputs may be enhanced to consider building-
specific variations in fabric and ventilation performance, local weather and varying occupancy 
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profiles. It will adopt a systematic approach to explore the sensitivity to changes in model input 
variables and inform how the use of models may be most effectively enhanced.  
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